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A Note to the Reader 
 
This manual is intended to give guidance on the best resources online to learn 
about Internet Marketing.  
 
Best Places to Learn Internet Marketing is copyrighted by the Center for Technical 
Communication. No portion of this manual may be reprinted or reproduced in any 
way without the author’s express written permission except by the purchaser of this 
e-book, who may make copies for his or her own use.  
 
Copyright 2008, by the Center for Technical Communication. All rights reserved.  
  
 
DISCLAIMER:  
While we recommend these 20 people as genuine experts, we cannot guarantee your satisfaction with 
their programs. Only they can do that. Therefore, do not buy unless there is a clear money-back 
guarantee posted prominently on their Website.   

This is NOT a free e-book! 
 
Purchase of this e-book entitles the buyer to keep one copy on his or her computer and to print 
out one copy only. 
 
Printing out more than one copy—or distributing it electronically—is prohibited by international 
and U.S.A. copyright laws and treaties, and would subject the purchaser to penalties of up to 
$100,000 PER COPY distributed. 
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Introduction:  
The Top 20 Internet Marketing 
Masters Today 
 

Since the EXPLOSION of the Internet around the year 2000, hundreds of so-called 
“marketing experts” have popped out of the woodworks…touting their abilities to 
show you how to make six and seven-figure incomes on the Internet. 
 
A select few of them have proven track records that qualify them to show you the 
proven secrets to making REAL money online.  
 
Others, however, are merely imitators—people who claim to know the secrets to 
making money online. But in reality, offer YOU no real value. At least, none they 
can back up with any real-world experience of their own.  
 
They simply make a living selling products and services they say can “make you a 
rich” online. For many of them, the only way they’ve made money online is selling 
courses in “how to make money online.” 
 
That’s the purpose of this book—to help you cut through the hype and discover the 
best places online to learn about Internet Marketing.  
 
In the pages that follow, I’m going to introduce you to 20 Internet Marketing 
Masters—professionals who constantly have their fingers on the pulse of the 
Internet… 
 
Are worthy of your trust (as far as we know)…and are eager to share with you their 
PROVEN secrets for starting and running a highly-profitable Internet-based business!  
 
Whether you are an experienced Internet entrepreneur or a total beginner, I’m 
confident you’ll find these Internet Marketing Masters and their products to be of 
extreme interest to you!  
 
How Will You Decide Which ‘Internet Marketing Master’ (or Two, or Three) 

Is Right For You?  
 
Each of the ‘Internet Marketing Masters’ featured in the pages that follow 
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specializes in a particular area of Internet marketing. Some are highly-focused. 
Others have mastered the big picture.   
 
Depending on your current skills (and the ones you’re looking to develop), I’m 
confident you’ll find an Internet Marketing Master whose products and services best 
fit your current needs and wants.   
 
Furthermore, each Internet Marketing Master has a different style.  
 
My suggestion is to select two to three different Internet Marketing Masters whose 
methods you feel could have the biggest impact on your overall Internet marketing 
success.   
 
Give those programs a test drive. Stick to these methods until you see results. 
Once you’ve mastered the skills you need NOW, you can begin learning about 
others…so your business never stops growing!  
 

One Last Note… 
 
One last note concerning the level of investment you’re comfortable making—right 
now—in order to set yourself up for a lifetime of financial freedom as an Internet 
Entrepreneur… 
 
I can’t to tell you how many sleepless nights I spent sifting through the Websites 
and Web pages of dozens upon dozens of so-called Internet “experts” to bring you 
the best of the best on a silver platter.  
 
And NOT just in terms of experience or skill level…but in value, too!  
 
The price scale of the products and services you’ll read about in this ‘first of its kind’ 
consumer guide to Internet marketing vary from moderately expensive to incredibly 
affordable.  
 
Don’t buy them all. At least not all at once. Select the programs you feel will give 
you the best chance to achieve your highest goals and aspirations. Take the 
plunge…and never look back!  
 
Best wishes on your journey to Internet riches,   
 
Scott McDougal  
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1 
Derek Gehl:  
The Insider Secrets to Marketing 
Your Business On the Internet  
  
 
The Internet Marketing Center 
1123 Fir Avenue, Blaine, WA 98230 
Ph: (604) 730-2833 
www.MarketingTips.com  
 
Link: http://www.marketingtips.com/tipsltr.html  

 
 

How to Start an Internet Business From Scratch and Turn It Into a “Hands-
Free” Cash Cow!    

 
If you are new to Internet Marketing, and you are looking for a program that shows 
you how to do it ALL…how to start an on online business from scratch and turn it 
into a “hands-free” cash cow… 
 
The Insider Secrets by Derek Gehl is an excellent place to start!  
 
If you already have an Internet business, that’s even better. According to Derek, 
this program will show you how to increase your sales by as much as 1,000%.  
 
How? By duplicating the EXACT system Derek claims to have used to build a $60 
million Internet business.  
 
You’ll learn:  
 

• Step-by-step, how to start your own Internet business in as little as 48 hours! 
 
• How to build a Website under $100.  

 
• Where to find products (in 20 minutes or less) that people will buy!   
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• Hundreds of FREE and cheap online tools, resources, and software you can 
use to run your business HANDS-FREE!  

 
• How to get #1 ranking in the search engines…and get tons of free traffic from 

the big guys, like Google and Yahoo!  
 

• How to write effective sales copy… 
 

…and a whole lot more!  
 

My Analysis of Derek Gehl’s Track Record 
 
According to his Website, www.marketingtips.com, Derek claims to have turned an 
initial investment of $25 into more than $60 million in sales. He also claims he 
attracts over 450,000 visitors to his sites every week.  
 
I can’t verify Derek’s claims to be factual.  
 
What I can do is let you know that, from my experience, I believe Derek Gehl to be 
one of the most knowledgeable Internet marketers in the world today.  
 
I’ve heard Derek speak to crowds of 500 plus…read his programs, listened to his 
CDs…and they’re all top-notch!  
 
And another thing…the sales letters he uses to promote his products and services 
are among the best I ever see (and I’m a copywriter).  
 

Why I Believe ‘Sales Letters’ Are the #1 Indicator of An Internet 
Marketer’s Value to You  

 
To get great copy, you’ve got to hire an A-level copywriter…which requires you to 
pay top-dollar. Anyone can hire an A-level copywriter to write a letter or two.  
 
But to write ALL of your promotions…that requires a considerable investment! I’m 
talking about $10,000 per letter, or more! Stay with me… 
 
If a marketer can afford to pay the best copywriters top-dollar to promote his or 
her products, and do it CONSISTENTLY, that tells me three things:  
 

1) Their profits are big (so the investment is money well spent)… 
2) Their marketing methods work… 
3) They are successful… 
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TRANSLATION: If they are successful, that tells me (at the very least) that they 
know what they are talking about…and can show others how to replicate their 
success!  
 
The promotional letters Derek uses to promote his products and services are 
second to none—which tells me, he’s a world-class marketer.  
 

Over 800 Pages of Value-Rich Content 
 

Derek Gehl’s The Insider Secrets program consists of more than 800 pages of 
Internet marketing strategies that Derek claims have been researched or 
tested…either by him or one of his 100-plus marketing experts…and been proven to 
work.  
 
The sheer volume of material covered in this program is impressive!  
 
Presentation of program is worth noting as well. Two 3-ring binders feature section-
by-section breakdowns of every element needed to start and run a successful 
Internet-based business.   

 
You’ll learn how to:  
 
• Find a market that’s right for you  
• Choose a product people will buy  
• Build a Website 
• Drive traffic to your site  
• Get ranked by the search engines  
 
…and start building profitable relationships with you customers! 
 

10 Steps to Internet Riches 
 
Step 1: Derek will help you decide what to sell, based on your hobbies, interests, 
and experience.  
 
Step 2: Use your passion to write great sales copy.  
 
Step 3: Build a Website that transforms viewers into buyers.  
 
Step 4: Drive traffic to your site using the latest tools.   
 
Step 5: Learn to drive even more CHEAP traffic to your site, increasing sales and 
Web rankings.  
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Step 6: Build a list of people you can send e-mail marketing messages.   
 
Step 7: Build your business by offering additional products and/or services.  
 
Step 8: Create a Web of friends and affiliates to help sell your products.  
 
Step 9: Add bonus materials and premiums to your products to expand your 
business and entice new customers.  
 
Step 10: Use the HOTTEST new tools to increase traffic and drive sales through the 
roof.  
 

Derek’s Support Staff    
  

Derek’s support staff at the Internet Marketing Center includes experts in the fields 
of… 
 
• Search Engine Marketing 
• E-mail Marketing 
• Copywriting 
• Web Design 
• Affiliate Marketing 
 

Together, Derek claims, he and his team of 100+ marketing experts constantly 
have fingers on the pulse of the Internet…which enables them to bring YOU the 
most effective strategies available today.  
 

What’s Included 
 

The Insider Secrets to Marketing Your Business On the Internet  contains 
800+ pages of information you need to start and run a profitable Internet business, 
including… 
 
• Two 8” x 11” full-color three ring binders. 
 
• 8 Steps, broken down into 64 easy-to-follow lesson plans, with step-by-step 

instructions for every promotion and strategy. 
 
• Two 400+ page packages (819 total pages), with tab inserts to keep you 

organized. 
 
• A “Quick-Start Guide.”   
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• A full-color, poster-size business plan chart.  
 

5 Free Bonuses 
 

A lot of “bonuses” these days are merely duplicated information you can find in the 
original program – disguised as “new” and “different.”  
 
Not so, with this program!  
 
Your Bonus Toolbox comes with FIVE Super-Bonuses, including… 
 
• A FREE 30-day trial membership to Derek’s exclusive Internet 

Entrepreneur Club…which gives you full access to his personal team of 
marketing specialists. Any time, day or night, you can go to this forum and post 
questions about starting and growing an online business…and expect to get a 
thoughtful, personal reply by the next business day!  

 
• The opportunity to watch Derek Gehl perform EXREME Website 

makeovers, LIVE on stage—where he discusses what each business is doing 
right…wrong…and where they are leaving TONS of money on the table (Special 
85-Minute DVD)!  

 
• Real Life “Success Stories” CD…Exclusive interviews with SEVEN of the most 

successful people you’ve probably never heard of…who will share with you their 
GREATEST online markets secrets! 

 
• Three CDs Jam-Packed With 25 Bonus Reports…Derek’s most profitable 

marketing campaign ideas, Website design strategies, and resources.   
 
• Plus, $160 Worth of FREE Advertising For Your Website…to help make 

sure your business gets off the ground immediately with FREE traffic!  
 

What It Costs 
 
Derek Gehl’s The Insider Secrets Internet marketing program costs just $197.  
 
I consider this program to be worth two or three times that amount!  
 
Derek has a special deal going on right now. It’s a way for you to order this 
program and try it out for 30 days, risk-free, for just $2.95! 
 
I took Derek up on this offer.  
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When the package arrived, I tore into it. Upon seeing “with my own eyes” the sheer 
volume of material covered, as well as the quality of the information in this 
program, I called the Internet Marketing Center and told them to go ahead and 
charge my card the full $197.  
 
Today it sits prominently on my bookshelf—an immediate source of wisdom for all 
my Internet marketing needs, when I need it most.     
 
I’m confident it will be a valuable resource for you, too!  
 
If it’s not, send it back to the Internet Marketing Center and Derek will give you 
100% of your money back.   
 
Link: http://www.marketingtips.com/tipsltr.html  
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2 
Perry Marshall:  
The Definitive Guide to Google 
AdWords 

 
 

Perry S. Marshall & Associates 
1131 Lake Street #295 
Oak Park, IL 60301 USA 
Phone +1 (312)458-9102 
Fax: (708)788-4599 
www.PerryMarshall.com   
 
 

How to Double the Customers on Your Website  
With Google AdWords! 

 
Google AdWords is one of the fastest, most cost-effective ways to bring new 
customers to your e-business.  
 
Compared to banner ads, link exchanges, buying space in e-zines, waiting weeks or 
months for your search engine listings to show up, or God forbid, spamming people 
in your search for new customers… 
 
…AdWords is a Web marketer’s DREAM COME TRUE!  
 
All you’ve got to do is spend a few bucks, write a few advertisements, and 
WHAM…you get instant access to millions of potential customers browsing the 
Internet for products and services JUST like yours!  
 
It sounds easy, doesn’t it?   
 
But if you’ve ever advertised on Google, you know it’s not a walk in the park…not in 
the beginning.  
 

1) Your keywords get disabled. 
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2) Your ads are disapproved.  
3) And you’re disappointed to have to pay $1 to $5 or more per click for popular 

search terms.  
 

How do you get around these problems?  
 

Crack the Google AdWords “Code” and Drive Tons of New Customers to 
Your Site!     

 
There are dozens of effective techniques you can use to minimize the cost you pay 
per-click and boost your ROI for every advertising dollar you spend.  
 
My friend and colleague, Perry Marshall, claims to know the most effective ways to 
drive more, CHEAP traffic to your Website than ever before!  
 
Perry started advertising on Google while working as a National Sales Manger for a 
high-tech startup in Chicago (before most people even knew you could do that). He 
says he has sold millions of dollars of products on the Web since 1997. 
 
Perry’s teaching methods include dozens of techniques that drive down the cost of 
clicks and boost your Return On Investment—including “Google Slap”, Google’s 
NEW Minimum Bids and Landing Page Quality Scores.  
 
Perry’s consulting services are high demand…from software to publishing, 
information marketing to mail campaigns, press conferences, copywriting…you 
name it!  
 
But you know what? Two-thirds of the time, Google AdWords is the first tool Perry 
puts in place for a new client.  
 
The result? Perry claims his client’s Websites go from zero traffic to hundreds or 
thousands of visitors each day!   
 
Eager to help people like you who are hungry for good information on this subject, 
Perry developed a program called The Definitive Guide to Google AdWords.  
 
If you want to learn how to use Google AdWords to quickly get new customers and 
put more dollars in your pocket, Perry’s program is worth looking into.  
 

A Slew of Powerful Web Marketing Tools and Ideas 
 

In The Definitive Guide to Google AdWords, Perry claims to show readers… 
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• How to buy clicks for 5-10 cents on Google that would cost you $1.00 or 
more on Overture. (Google and Overture are the two major players, but Google 
will give you more targeted traffic for far less money, IF you know the insider 
secrets of their system) 

• Affiliate marketing: The "Google Cash" method has taken the world by storm. 
But there are land mines! Don't get blindsided. Perry reveals his unique, 
counter-intuitive strategy that reduces your risk and puts more real, long-term 
profits in your pocket!  

 

• 40 specific examples and numerous case studies, including ads, the 
keywords, bid prices and bottom-line numbers from real companies in ten 
different industries. There's just no better way to learn than by seeing a variety 
of real-world examples!  
 

• Screen shots of actual Google campaigns, so you get an insider's view of 
how it really works.  You see how their campaigns developed over time, what 
worked, what didn't work, and why.   
 

• Google Image Ads: Insights on how to get this new advertising medium to 
work for you, bringing you qualified customers from every corner of the 
Internet.  
 

• The latest AdWords developments: "Google Slap", Dynamic Keyword 
Insertion; The new rules that affect affiliate marketers; Google's Budget 
Optimizer; Better landing pages and sales conversion tracking; Expanded Phrase 
Matching…and more!  

Perry’s program includes a Fast Start Guide to help get you up and running in a 
hurry.  

The Big Picture 

Ultimately, this program is NOT just about Google. It's about squeezing the most 
dollars and new business from every person who comes to your Website. 
 
Perry says he’ll show you how to use your Pay-Per-Click results to attract "super-
affiliate" marketers who will sell your products to their customers.   

He’ll explain the larger picture of Internet marketing—how to figure out who's 
searching for what, how to discover new markets you can easily serve, and how to 
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quickly and accurately test any marketing idea more easily and cheaply than ever 
before.    

NOTE: I’ve never actually flipped through Perry’s program myself. So I cannot say 
for certain if every promise Perry makes is fulfilled in this program. That being said, 
my coauthor Bob Bly reviewed Perry’s manual and says it is the best and clearest 
guide to Google Adwords he has ever seen.    

Marketing on Auto-Pilot?  

You're probably wondering how much time it's going to take to manage this. That's 
what’s so promising about this program. Perry says that once your campaigns are 
set up properly, you get visitors 24/7/365 and you only need to make simple, 
focused adjustments once or twice a month.    

Many of Perry’s clients, he claims, have barely touched their campaigns since late 
2002. But they've still got hot leads and orders showing up in their e-mail every 
day…the operation humming like a machine, with no hassles, no problems, and no 
learning curves.  

If you're already advertising on Google, Perry says he’s willing to bet you're paying 
a lot more money for your clicks than you should.  

Two Reasons Perry Gives For Buying His Program  

According to Perry, there are two primary reasons you should consider investing in 
this program:  
 
1. Because you'll get more clicks, more customers and fatter profit margins than 
you could get without these secrets. 

2. Because you'll get more people coming to your Website, while at the same time 
saving money on every click, chopping your marketing cost and eliminating wasted 
ad dollars.  

Perry reports that his customers typically cut their cost-per-click by 30% to 50%, 
and in some cases much more.  

If you're spending $5 per day buying clicks, and cut your click price in half (not 
unusual)…that means you'll save $75 per month, every month. Even with a tiny ad 
budget, the most basic $49 version of the course will pay for itself—not just once, 
but every 3 weeks, over and over again! 
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If you're spending $50 per day buying clicks, and you cut your price per click by 
just 25%…you'll save $375 a month, every month. The $97 enhanced toolkit will 
pay for itself—not just once, but every week!  How many investments can say that? 
 
It doesn't take long for a little bit of extra edge to pay for itself!  

Three Versions of Perry’s Program to Choose From   

1) Digital Basic—The course in Adobe Acrobat PDF, with 40 case studies from 10 
different industries, real screen shots and exhaustive Q&A on dozens of topics.  This 
truly is THE Definitive Guide to Google AdWords. Price: $49  

2) Enhanced—the full Definitive Guide, plus full, unedited audio recording of Yanik 
Silver's killer Internet Traffic Stampede teleseminar covering Google AdWords.  Plus 
you get to eavesdrop on two advanced coaching sessions with Perry’s students—
listen as he "tears apart" not only Google campaigns but also entire Web 
strategies—then put them back together.  Also:  Includes "Advanced Strategies for 
Making Your Website Pay" with online marketing pioneer Ken McCarthy. 

Plus you also get "Jet Fuel for Google Cash"—an expert, authoritative guide to 
using affiliate marketing and the Google Cash method to go from toe-hold to foot-
hold to strangle-hold in any market, at maximum speed. Price: $97 

3) Deluxe – Everything I just told you about above, but it is also shipped to you 
with Audio CD's. Plus you get instant download of the Definitive Guide in Adobe 
Acrobat PDF and the audio files in MP3. Price: $197 

How Much Is Perry’s Program Worth?     

The biggest lie that anyone will ever tell you about the Internet is that it's free. 
Nothing is free, especially not search engine traffic. This is not 1999, it's 2008. If 
you want to get quality traffic and have total control of it today, you're going to be 
buying clicks on Google.  

Google AdWords is not something you can afford to screw up. How savvy you are 
at playing the AdWords game makes a huge difference in the price you pay for 
every click.  

Without Perry’s Definitive Guide, you could easily spend 50% to 500% more than 
you should buying those clicks.  

Perry says he knows people who've blown $1000 in a single day, doing AdWords 
wrong. (He also says he has clients who spend upwards of $10,000 per day and 
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earn an enviable ROI on every dollar spent.) Why not let Perry show you how to do 
it the right way.  

What Perry’s Program Offers You that Google Will NOT!  

Google offers no guarantees. No refunds. The millionaires and billionaires at Google 
headquarters will shed no tears if you make a big mistake. Once they've got your 
money, it's gone.  

Perry backs his course with a 100% money back guarantee. 

Perry’s Simple, No-Hassle, 3-Part Money-Back Guarantee:  

1. If you're unhappy with this course for any reason, let Perry know within 30 days 
for a full and courteous refund. 
 
2. If you implement his strategies and you don't cut the cost per click of your 
existing campaigns by an absolute minimum of 25%, tell him within 90 days for a 
full, no-hassle refund.   
 
3. If you're not able to test new ideas at lower cost, find new markets and discover 
new customers because of this toolkit, just let Perry know within 90 days and you'll 
receive a full and courteous refund.  
 
Don't put this off!  You can double your Web traffic in 30 minutes. You can slash 
your marketing cost, and have more control than ever before.   

Click here: http://www.perrymarshall.com/google/actionform.htm  
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3  
Terry Dean: The Monthly Mentor 
Club 
 
 
Terry Dean  
MyMarketingCoach, LLC. 
2747 South County Rd 600 E  
New Castle, IN 47362  
Phone (765) 332-2509 
www.MyMarketingCoach.com  

 
 

“Earn More, Work Less, and Enjoy Life Without Compromising Your Values 
With Products, Coaching and Ethical Copywriting.”  

 
The quote above was taken from Terry Dean’s Website.   

According to his site, Terry has been helping online entrepreneurs and small 
business owners profit from the Web for 11 years. He started from scratch on the 
Web in 1996 and built a multi-million dollar business which he sold in 2004.  

“Terry is one of the most successful and ethical Internet marketers I know,” says 
my coauthor Bob Bly, who has met Terry in person. “He lacks the huge ego of so 
many other Internet gurus, and has dedicated himself to helping others achieve 
their dream lifestyle through Internet marketing.” 

He retired from his current business and started MyMarketingCoach, LLC. Terry 
says his passion is to coach small business owners on how to ethically profit from 
the Internet. 

If you’re sick and tired of the HYPE surrounding the Internet and today's marketing 
practices…and you don't want to go it alone any longer…  

I recommend joining Terry Dean’s Monthly Mentor Club.  
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Next Generation Marketing Strategies 

Your customers have been over-exposed to the aggressive marketing methods 
many marketing consultants and copywriters push. It doesn't work like it used to. 
You need a new approach…a next generation approach that matches with Web 2.0 
and how customers are buying today. 

If you’re looking for more hype, you’ve come to the wrong place. Terry uses 
educational and ethical marketing techniques to help you increase your online 
profits and keep customers coming back for more.  

Terry Dean: From the Ground Floor Up 
 

When Terry first started his business back in 1996, he was working for $8 an hour 
delivering pizzas for Little Caesars. He claims he had over $50,000 in debts 
(without a mortgage) while living in a little rental house with a leaky roof for $340 a 
month. 
 
There wasn't any "Internet marketing" information around then like there is 
today…he learned to succeed online with NO money by trial and error. That $8 an 
hour income quickly turned into a high six-figure income without any employees 
other than his wife.  
 
Terry’s online e-mail list, he says, eventually grew to 135,000 subscribers…over 
1,500 people subscribed to his $19.95 per month Netbreakthroughs training 
site…and individual e-mails have produced as much as $96,250 in income in a 
single weekend. 
 
In his monthly newsletter, The Monthly Mentor Club, Terry offers his guidance on 
how to build a profitable Internet business.  
 

What You Get  
 
The Monthly Mentor Club features Terry Dean’s best tactics for increasing Internet 
profits, along with step-by-step action plans each month in an 11-page print 
newsletter you can keep on your desk for easy reference anytime you need it.   
 
Each month you’ll get information on the latest tips and techniques available to help 
you reach more customers and increase profits.   
 
Each newsletter features step-by-step instructions on how to boost online traffic 
and improve your conversion rates…in a format that’s easy to digest! 
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Bonuses You Get When You Join   
 

When you become a member of Terry’s Monthly Mentor Club, you’ll get  a load of 
digital bonuses, including… 
 

1. Practical Steps to Earning More While Working Less; 
2. How to Create Your Own Info Product in 2 Hours or Less; 
3. Terry’s Internet Integrity e-book. 

 
Plus, several times per year – you’ll have the opportunity to call in and speak to 
Terry directly.  
 

Cost & Guarantee  
 
The cost to join Terry Dean’s Monthly Mentor Club is just $19.95 a month.  
 
If you aren’t thrilled with your first issue, e-mail Terry and he will send you a 
prompt and full refund. 
 
Note: Old Issues are NOT stored for new subscribers.  If you miss an issue, you 
miss the issue (will be sold at a later time in another format). 
 
Click here now to try it out:  
 
http://www.mymarketingcoach.com/members/signup.php  
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4  
Stephen Pierce: Rush Hour Web 
Traffic… 

 
 

Impulsive Profits, Inc.  
2232 S. Main Street #421 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103-6938 
Phone 734-741-8392   Fax 734-741-8393 
www.ImpulsiveProfits.com  
 

Stephen Pierce: Web Traffic Guru   

Since entering the Internet Marketing scene in 1997, Stephen Pierce claims to have 
used, developed and perfected a number of different traffic generation tactics…from 
Blog & Ping to Smart Pages.  

Yet despite his success online, Stephen is constantly developing new programs 
designed to give “the little guy” a leg up.  

Why? Perhaps it’s because he himself came from humble beginnings. Or maybe he 
enjoys helping small business owners make sense of the increasingly complex 
“traffic generation” techniques available today.  

I’ve met Stephen once. He was salt of the earth. So my guess is, it’s a little of both.  

Either way, Stephen has made a name for himself (and a handsome living) showing 
people what it takes to drive TONS of traffic to your Websites. But not just any 
traffic… 

Targeted Traffic vs. Garbage Traffic  

Obviously, you need traffic to make your online efforts profitable. But too many 
people get obsesses with a term Stephen calls “garbage traffic.” A zillion garbage 
hits a day won’t make you a penny, Stephen says.   
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In his latest program, Rush Hour Web Traffic, Stephen reveals cost-effective 
techniques you can use to get (and drive) “targeted traffic” to your sites.  

WARNING: Rush Hour Web Traffic is NOT a fancy, high-dollar “traffic generation” 
program. Rather, it is a series of techniques Stephen claims he used (and continues 
to use) to build his Internet empire. 

4 Common Myths About Getting Traffic  

Myth #1: You have to be a Search Engine Optimization Expert to increase your 
targeted traffic. 

This is false. You don’t have to be an SEO expert…or be a computer whiz, to drive 
targeted traffic to your site. There are a lot of ultra-complicated traffic strategies 
out there that can be useful. But you don’t NEED them! 

If you decide after checking out Stephen’s Rush Hour Web Traffic program that 
you want to dig deeper into traffic generation…by all means, go for it. But try these 
12 strategies first.  

Myth #2: Can’t I just use Pay-Per-Click?  

If you’ve got the budget, Pay-Per-Click is a great way to drive traffic to your site. 
But you’d better have deep pockets. All the good words are getting ridiculously 
expensive.  

Some mortgage and insurance keywords now go for hundreds of dollars per click! I 
don’t know about you, but I don’t want to pay $100 per click.  

For established Internet giants like Stephen Pierce, Pay-Per-Click advertising works 
great! Still, Stephen is constantly on the look-out for guerilla traffic generation 
techniques that people with smaller budgets can use “on the cheap.”  

Myth #3: It will take months to see the fruits of your labor. 

That is false. Do you know who started that myth? Over-priced SEO firms who don’t 
want to be held accountable for their results…or lack of results.    

These 12 strategies will start generating targeted traffic for you just days after you 
implement your first strategy.  

Myth #4: Won’t people automatically find my site? I submitted it to 1,000 different 
search engines… 
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I wish it was that easy. I’ve submitted sites to hundreds of search engines. Then I 
waited. Guess what happened. Nothing. I checked Yahoo and Google every day. I 
even went through 100 pages of results.  

But my site wasn’t there. 

If you want to drive targeted traffic to your Website and steadily increase your daily 
profits, it’s up to you to do something to drive that traffic.  

That’s where these 12 strategies come into play. 

12 Cost-Effective Ways to Drive Targeted Traffic to Your Website  

Video Lesson #1: How to Create a Killer Press Release… 

• The exact strategy you should use.  
• Where to submit it.  
• Why most press releases never get widespread attention, and how to make sure 

yours does…and more!  

Video Lesson #2: Sell Your Product On E-bay 

• How to get your product(s) in front of E-bay’s “hotbed of shoppers.”  
• The key mistakes most people make when advertising their products.   
• How to avoid them, and PUMP maximum PROFITS out of E-bay!  

Video Lesson #3: Sell Your Product On Amazon.com 

• How to get your product listed on Amazon, even if you don’t have a physical 
product—and how you buy top listings.  

Video Lesson #4: Sell Your Product On Froogle 

• Here, visitors come with credit card in hand. Stephen Pierce reveals, step-by-
step, how to get your product in front of this starving crowd! 

Video Lesson #5: Start a Blog 

• Google loves Blogs. It’s a surefire way to increase your targeted traffic. Stephen 
shows you how to get your Blog (for free) and immediately start attracted more 
targeted traffic to your site!  

Video Lesson #6: Post Comments On Other People’s Blogs 
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• The key to finding relevant Blogs in your market.  
• What to say, and how to say it.   
• How to stay out of hot water with the Blog owner, and more!  

Video Lesson #7: Write a “How to” Report 

• How to generate traffic simply by writing a “how-to” report about your product 
or service.  

• Where, exactly, you ought to post your report…so thousands of daily visitors 
who search for “how-to” topics can see it!   

Video Lesson #8: Get Others to Promote Your Site For You 

• The exact Websites you need to know about to recruit motivated affiliate 
partners who are itching for new products and services to promote… 

• Simply click over to these sites and you’ll find hungry affiliate partners ready to 
work for you.  

Video Lesson #9: Write Regular, Impactful Articles 

• This is one of the most powerful, free strategies you can use to get targeted 
traffic.  

• How to submit them (for free) to sites that will put your article directly in the 
path of your target audience.  

Video Lesson #10: Turn Your E-Book Into an Audio Book  

• Takes just a few minutes… 
• Convert your e-book into an audio-book and profit from this tech- savvy market.  

Video Lesson #11: Convert E-Books Into E-Reader Formats 

• Another untapped niche! E-books can’t be read on PDAs and other such 
devices…but the demand is there!   

• Stephen reveals how to race past your competition and get your products into 
the hands of these tech-savvy buyers… 

• In a format they can actually use!  

Video Lesson #12: Get Links From Other Relevant Sites    

• How to trade links with other relevant sites…dramatically increasing your traffic 
AND search rankings!  

• Link popularity is one of the key factors Google looks for.  
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• Learn how to find relevant partners, and the right way to ask for a link 
exchange!  

What Impresses Me Most About Stephen’s “Traffic Generation” Program 

These 12 strategies aren’t flashy. They’re not sexy. But Stephen says they 
work…and that suits me just fine. Get rid of all the hype and show me, plain and 
simply, what works…and I’m a happy man.   

Each strategy in Stephen’s program is presented in video format.  

Simply watch the video, implement the strategy, and watch your traffic numbers go 
straight up.  

Like I said, these strategies aren’t fancy. But I’m told that can actually work in your 
favor. Here’s why… 

Some “Instant Results” Traffic Programs Can Get Your Site BANNED From 
Google 

I’m told that if Google finds out you are using certain flashy software programs, 
they’ll ban your site. Permanently! Imagine losing your profitable online business 
overnight.  

According to Stephen, the techniques he shows you are 100% legit!  

Stephen does not guarantee you overnight ranking or 1 million hits in four days. 
However, he promise Google won’t ban you for using these strategies.  

What It Costs 

Stephen Pierce’s Rush Hour Web Traffic Solutions costs just $97…and comes with a 
60-day money-back guarantee.   

Here’s the deal. Take two months to review Stephen Rush Hour Web Traffic Video 
Lessons. Watch each video and hundred times if you like. Implement as few or as 
many strategies as you would like.  

If at the end of 60 days, you are not satisfied, simply call Stephen’s office or shoot 
him an e-mail and he’ll refund every cent of your purchase.  

Click here: http://rushhourWebtraffic.com/amember/signup.php   
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Added Reason to Buy From Stephen Pierce 

It is worth noting that Stephen Pierce donates a percentage of his profits to charity.  
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5  
Ken McCarthy: The System 
Seminar  
 
 
The System  
14 North Road 
Tivoli, NY 12583 
Phone: 845-757-5037    
Fax: 845-757-5031 
www.TheSystemSeminar.com   
 

‘Proven’ System Turns Raw Ideas Into Solid 
Businesses, and Solid Businesses Into Roaring Cash Machines… 

Ken McCarthy, founder and creator of The System, claims to have been one of the 
first marketers to capitalize on the commercialization of the Internet.  
 
In 1994, he sponsored the first conference on the Commercial Potential of the 
Internet with Netscape co-founder, Marc Andreessen.  
   
Ken’s programs have not only helped his clients make more money, but have also 
served to advance today’s Internet marketing practices.  
  
His best-selling program, The System, is among the top selling Internet Marketing 
training programs available today.  
 
Before entering the Internet field, Ken produced concerts and radio programs; 
taught advanced learning strategies at MIT and Columbia University; worked on 
Wall Street; and founded a direct marketing consulting company.   
 
“What I like about Ken McCarthy is that he has gray hair AND comes from a 
traditional direct marketing background,” says Bob Bly. “So he puts marketing first, 
technology second, and understands that Internet marketing is basically SELLING 
ONLINE! Also, he is one of the nicest and most ethical people in Internet marketing 
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or any other field. Just a warm, helpful, articulate guy.” 
 

What The System Is and Is Not!  
 

According to Ken McCarthy’s Website… 

#1: The System consists of 'tried and true' techniques that work in the real 
world. No guessing. No theory. It is not based on one person's pet theory or 
one-in-a-million experience. It's a combination of the work of a network of 
extremely successful Internet marketing pros who have years of real world 
experience.  

#2: The System is not a 'front end' to something else. In little over a 
weekend, you'll have everything you need to create new online businesses—or 
dramatically improve existing ones. 

#3: The System works fast, and delivers measurable results. If you've 
already got an online business, you'll be able to start profiting from what you learn 
right away.  

#4: The System is a fast (and economical) way to start an Internet 
business…with zero risk and minimal investment.  

#5: The System shows you traffic generation techniques straight from real 
search engine and pay-per-click pros who generate millions of visitors for their 
clients each year.   

#6: The System shows you how to create MORE of world's most precious 
commodity…free time! What good is it to make a ton of money if you have no 
time to enjoy it? Ken will show you how to make money while minimizing your 
“work” time.  

#7: The System will help you dominate virtually any online marketplace, 
regardless of the size of your competitors or how many there are. Most 
people marketing on the Internet today still don't understand the ABCs of how to 
make money online. System grads routinely eat their competition's lunch. 

#8: The System shows you how to sell high-ticket items.  

#9: The System shows you steps you can take to put your business on 
'auto-pilot'.   
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#10: The System includes strategies to grow your 'brick and mortar' 
business and increase your profits safely without taking big risks or tying up a 
lot of capital.  

#11: The System reveals 'no-cost' and 'low-cost' ways to bootstrap your 
Internet business without taking wild risks with your hard earned money. 
The System doesn't require a lot of money to get started. In fact, it thrives on 'lean 
and mean' budgets where every nickel counts. 
 

Where People Go to Learn Ken McCarthy’s “System” For Internet Marketing 
Success 

Every year, a group of Internet Marketing experts and up-and-comers gather at a 
private location to learn The System…taught by Ken McCarthy himself!  
 
The System Seminar tuition is $2495.  
 
To get the details on Ken’s next System Seminar…and to register, visit 
www.TheSystemSeminar.com.  
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6  
Rich Schefren: Personal Fortune 
Online 
 
 
Strategic Profits 
100 NE 5 Ave. Suite B-2 
Delray Beach, FL 33483 
Phone: (954) 429-3114 
FAX: (954) 429-3465 
www.StrategicProfits.com  
 

An Uncommon Approach to Building a Profitable Internet Business 

According to his Website, Rich Schefren has increased his clients’ earnings by over 
132 million dollars in the past two years alone.  

What’s his secret? Rich credits his “uncommon sense” approach to Internet 
marketing.  

If your online business is sucking the life (and money) out of you, I suggest you 
check out Rich’s Personal Online Fortune program.  

A Common Complaint About Internet Marketing  

Deciding to build an Internet business can be a great decision. Unfortunately, a lot 
of people quickly discover that the journey is hazardous, loaded with obstacles, and 
thick with thieves.  

You may have already realized that. You may even have an online business of your 
own. But your so-called “business” is probably more akin to a money pit than the 
vehicle for cash flow and financial independence that you imagined it would be.  

Not sure? Ask yourself this… 

Are you spending more time (and money) on your online business than it’s worth? 
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Even if your Website is profitable, you’re not completely in the clear because you’re 
probably paying for those earning with your time.  

One Simple Statistic Reveals the Secret to Making Millions 

According to the Census Bureau (our government agency that keeps detailed 
records of economic activity)… 

“Nearly 93% of small businesses fail within 1 year. And of those 
businesses, half of them failed because the owner lacks the skills to 
operate the business properly.”  

Translation: The other 7% of small businesses (the ones that succeed) know 
something that self-employed (struggling) workers do not.  

What Do They Know that Most of Us Don’t? 

In order to build a successful Internet business, says Rich Schefren, you must 
accept the fact that there are some invisible principles at work that you’re probably 
not aware of.  

The secret, Rich says, is to stop doing all the work yourself.  

Building an online business requires a wide varied of skills. But you know what? It’s 
not necessary for YOU to learn all the skills. For example, Rich believes 
wholeheartedly that you can make more money if you DON’T have a CLUE about 
how to build a Website.  

“What I finally realized is that in order to get things moving along, I 
needed to build a team. I shouldn’t be doing all the programming, writing, 
or search engine optimization!” Rich admits.  

I believe Rich is onto something here. In the world of Internet marketing, there are 
simply too many things that need to get done on a regular basis for one person the 
run the entire show.  

Fortunately, Rich Schefren claims he’s found a better way… 

Learn the Exact Strategies Rich Schefren Claims He Used to Build His 
Personal Online Fortune 

If you’re serious about building an Internet business, I suggest you pick up a copy 
of Rich Schefren’s Personal Fortune Online DVD.   
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The basic premise of this DVD is to show you why doing all the work your business 
requires on your own is a mistake…and how you can make more money by 
delegating responsibilities to other people.  

Rich states on his Website that this DVD will show you how to:  

• Step outside your business (so you no longer limit the growth and revenue 
your business is capable of making)… 

• Structure your operation to work like a well oiled machine (so you can work 
less and make more, you’ll be spending more time depositing checks at the 
bank than ever before).  

• Effectively hire employees so that all the confusing technology and techno-
babble gets taken care of without you needing to worry about it. 

• Outsource (and offload) the tasks that make no sense for you to spend your 
time on. 

• Implement powerful marketing systems to guarantee that your business 
keeps growing day in and day out. 

• Invest your time wisely by thinking like a real business builder.  
• Build the business of your dreams.  

I have not listened to the DVD myself. However, I have met Rich Schefren a couple 
of times and I must admit…when it comes to Internet marketing, the guy knows 
what he’s talking about.  

Bob Bly is even more enthusiastic about Rich. “I know Rich well, having written 
copy for his offline weight loss center before he started selling information products 
online,” says Bob. “I also practice his philosophy of outsourcing nearly everything 
and focusing on planning and strategy. It is the ONLY way to make a lot of money 
online without running yourself into the ground.” 

The DVD is 59 minutes in length, and supposedly, it is jam-packed with tips and 
tricks designed to help you build a profitable Internet business.  

What It Costs 

Rich Schefren’s Personal Online Fortune DVD is yours for just $27 plus shipping and 
handling ($9.97).  

If for ANY REASON you’re not delighted with the DVD, simply call Rich’s office (954) 
429-3114 and you’ll be given a full and prompt refund.  

Click here: https://schefren.infusionsoft.com/saleform/nifwhnat  
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7  
Joe Vitale: Executive Mentoring 
  

Hypnotic Marketing, Inc. 
121 Canyon Gap Rd.  
Wimberley, TX 
www.MrFire.com  
  

Who Is Joe Vitale?     

Besides being one of the top marketing specialists in the world today, and the 
world’s first hypnotic writer… 

Joe Vitale is also a certified hypnotherapist, a certified metaphysical practitioner, a 
certified Chi Kung healer, and an ordained minister. He holds a doctorate degree in 
Metaphysical Science and a doctorate degree in Marketing. He is a member of the 
National Speakers Association.  

An Opportunity to Work With Joe Vitale, 1-on-1 

Do you ever feel like the more you learn about Internet marketing, the more 
confused you get?  

You know that it takes knowledge, dedication, and effort if you’re going to build a 
successful Internet business. You know it’s not going to happen overnight… 

But you also know the opportunity is there, it’s real, and it’s worth the effort you’re 
willing to make. 

With the Right Help, the Right Tools, and the Right Attitude, YOU Can 
Succeed 

Joe Vitale started the Executive Mentoring program 2 years ago. Since then, over 
177 people have successfully graduated.  
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Joe’s Executive Mentoring program consists of small groups of 17 individuals or 
less, who are highly-motivated and hell-bent on taking their Internet business to 
the next level.   

Bob Bly and Joe Vitale have been good friends for over 2 decades.  

“Not only has Joe mastered Internet marketing, but as a gifted writer and speaker, 
he teaches the business in an easy-to-understand and entertaining fashion – unlike 
so many of the programs out there that contain good information but are boring 
and difficult to understand and implement,” says Bob.  

Who Succeeds In This Program  

The Executive Mentoring program is designed for those who want the “meat and 
potatoes”… 

• It’s for those people who don’t need an appetizer, hors d'oeuvre, or the right 
ambiance.  

• It’s for those people who want to get down to the nitty-gritty of what’s really 
going to make a difference in their business.  

• It’s for those people who want the solid marketing information that will set their 
sales on fire, and have customers flocking to their business, on-line or off.  

According to Joe, millionaires don’t get rich all at once! They don’t wake up one day 
and say, “What do you know? I’m rich!”  

They do it little by little, step-by-step. And one other thing… 

Most of Them Have A Mentor 

Joe created the Executive Mentoring program with one goal in mind…to help you 
achieve health, wealth and happiness. 

Getting started requires certified professional mentors, business experts, 
preparation, research, and a HUGE investment by both you and Joe.  

What Joe Expects From You 

To be considered, you must be open, coachable and ready to begin working with a 
mentor.  

You should also: 
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• Be familiar with the Laws of Attraction. (from his books "The Attractor 
Factor" or "The Secret".) 

• Be 100% committed to breaking through your barriers and achieving 
financial success…and willing to do WHATEVER it takes!  

• Be ready to make an investment of time and money. 

• Understand the enormous value of working closely with Joe Vitale and his 
team of professional coaches and world-class marketing experts. 

• Be willing to be lead, step-by-step, to where they want to go. 

Interested? 

To be considered for acceptance into Joe Vitale’s Executive Mentoring program, 
visit http://www.joevitalementoring.com/#how and fill out an application 
TODAY!  

There’s no cost or obligation to apply. The ONLY requirement is that you are 
serious about taking your Internet business to the next level.   

Go for your dream! Apply now!  
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8  
Marlon Sanders: The Amazing 
Formula 
Higher Response Marketing, Inc. 
11844 Bandera Road #469 
Helotes, TX 78023-4132 

www.MarlonSanders.com 

www.AmazingFormula.com  

 

Who Is Marlon Sanders?  

After nearly a decade in the business, Marlon Sanders has earned his reputation as 
a pioneer in the field of Internet Marketing. 

If you’ve spent any amount of time online, there’s a good chance you’ve heard 
about some of his products—like, “The Push Button Letter Software”, “The Action 
Grid System”, “The Marketing Dashboard”, or “Gimme My Money Now.”  

And of course, there’s “The Amazing Formula”…Marlon’s best-seller, which I’m 
going to tell you more about today.  

The first version of “The Amazing Formula” was written by Marlon in 1999…back 
when e-books barely existed. It did (I’m told) over $30,000 in sales in less than 30 
days. 

Since then, Marlon has revised “The Amazing Formula” 4 times, and collected more 
than 100 pages of customer testimonials, which are available for reading on his 
Website.  

What Is “The Amazing Formula”?  

Marlon claims “The Amazing Formula” will teach you:  
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• The secrets to developing new products, back-end profit centers, lead 
generators and repeat business…  

• Bullet by Bullet: How to write efffective sales letters! (Marlon has a master’s 
degree in psychology, which enables him to write sales letters that reel in the 
orders. He’ll take you deep into his thinking and reveal the secret strategies he 
uses).  

• The “Quick-Start-Plan” for online marketing success—Marlon’s abridged 
“formula” for accelerated success!  

• How to turn your ideas into profitable information products…  
• Auto-responder secrets for making your business run hands-free!  
• Over 33 traffic generation methods…  
• Find out which type of blog ad consistently outperforms the others… 
• Access to a resource that gives you not only the cost per click, hits per day, 

unique visitors per day, price per day and conversion score…but also the 
repurchase rate and the Alexa ranking!  

• The ONLY form of advertising used to get listed at the top of Google and Yahoo 
for the last 5 years straight! (You can do this for FREE!)  

• A unique banner ad you can use that gets an amazing 10.9% conversion rate. 
Marlon will give you the what, where and how on this new banner type.  

• What no-one is telling you about auto-piloting your Website, taking orders, 
product fulfillment and customer follow-up… 

• How to conduct scientific split-run-testing on your sales letters using a simple 
script ANYONE can install and configure. (Where to get this script for FREE!)  

Let’s Talk Credibility… 

In a day and age when HYPSTERS flood the Internet, Marlon Sanders sets himself 
apart from the pack.  

He doesn’t claim to be able to make you $10,000 a day, week or month. He doesn’t 
hype you. He simply lays out his formula.  

In Marlon’s own words: “I don’t know your market or your products. So how could I 
with any integrity represent or even imply that I can show you how to sell $X 
dollars weekly?”  

I respect Marlon for keeping it real.  

15 Facts about The Amazing Formula! 

What sets the “Amazing Formula” apart from other programs? 

The Amazing Formula CD: 
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• Works for BOTH products and services.  
• Can be started on a shoestring budget.  
• Is NOT just about how to sell e-books, but how to sell ANY product or service. 
• Will END YOUR CONFUSION over what does and doesn’t work.  
• Is not complicated.  
• Works for non-marketers.  
• Is the ONLY technology based on Marlon’s unique combination of sales, 

customer service, marketing, copywriting and psychology.  
• Is practical. Not theoretical.  
• Teaches the KSP, which are the ONLY THREE methods of selling people. 
• Actually teaches marketing.  
• Works on all prices of products and services.  
• Does not work off Clickbank. Marlon pays back-end commissions on 13+ and 

growing number of products. Plus, they auto-replenish out tracking and set 10-
year cookies.  

• Marlon does not cheat resellers out of commissions.  
• Marlon does not promise you will get rich or other nonsense.  
• Nor will he try to impress you with screen captures of massive amounts of 

money and gigantic checks.  

Here’s the Deal…  

The Amazing Formula is a steal at ONLY $79!  

Order Now and Marlon Will Include 10 Bonus Programs    

BRIBE ONE: 31 page report entitled "How I Built a Successful Online Business from 
Scratch, With NO Experience and Very Little Money!"  

BRIBE TWO: Special Report—"How To Accurately and Successfully Track Your 
Advertising Results!" 

BRIBE THREE: Three FIVE step-by-step "Quick Start" videos. 

BRIBE FOUR: A 30-day free trial of our "Ultimate Automation" service that lets you 
launch your own business in one hour. 

BRIBE FIVE: You'll receive a 30 minute audio recording from my "How to Get The 
Alligators Out of Your Pond" conference call. 

BRIBE SIX: 13 page PDF transcript of the "How to Get The Alligators Out of Your 
Pond" 30 minute conference call. 
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BRIBE SEVEN: 28 page "Secrets of Joint Ventures" magazine with step-by-step 
instructions on how to do joint ventures. 

BRIBE EIGHT: You're going to receive a 19 page PDF transcript of the "How to Grow 
and Promote Your Business" 30 minute conference call.  

BRIBE NINE: Access to my exclusive "Players Only" Website.  

You get a 7-month membership to the Players Club.  

BRIBE TEN: Full color, beautifully illustrated 20 Page "Buzz Marketing" magazine. 

Marlon’s Guarantee: Your Products Will Sell Like Crazy, Or Triple Your 
Money Back! 

Order Marlon Sanders’ “The Amazing Formula” on CD-ROM today! TRY IT OUT. 
Read it. Use it. Follow the steps and if you aren't thrilled with the results anytime 
within the first 365 days, Marlon will give you TRIPLE your money back. 
 

ORDER NOW 

https://getyourproduct.com/members/signup.php?price_group=3   
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9  
David Bullock: Advanced Ad 
Optimization  
David Bullock 
1784 W. Northfield Blvd – 162 
Murfreesboro, TN 37129 
Ph: 615 867 3424 
www.DavidBullock.com 
david@davidbullock.com 

Introducing: The Founder of “Taguchi-Triz” Testing!  

David Bullock is best known for introducing the advanced testing,  
tracking and innovation method known as Taguchi-TRIZ to the Internet marketing 
space.  

It is reported that David’s students have used these methods to increase 
conversion rates by as much as 600%! 

David’s success has been written about in both Direct Marketing News and Black 
Enterprise Magazine. 

“I know Dave and recommend him to many of my clients for whom I write landing 
pages,” says Bob Bly. “Taguchi testing has the potential to triple your landing 
page’s conversion rates and therefore your online revenues. Dave is the premiere 
Taguchi testing expert on the Internet today, and also the most accessible. It 
doesn’t hurt that he is an engineer when it comes to mastering this rather technical 
and statistical testing process.” 

Part 1: What Is Taguchi Testing?  

The Taguchi Method, invented in 1950s, is used to design and perform highly 
efficient marketing experiments. 
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In simpler terms, this means using a specific methodology to design and build test 
pages that the visitor will see and respond to in an effort to increase the conversion 
rate (i.e., the desired action) of the viewed page system. 

Since increasing conversion depends on many factors, the Taguchi method for 
advertising allows for accelerated testing without having to run and validate all 
possible combinations of a landing page system (a tedious and costly process). 

How It Works 

By systematically choosing certain combinations of variables, it is possible to 
separate their individual contributions to the conversion process. 

The result? You will know not only what is working…but also what to closely monitor 
in your sales process. 

Taguchi is a special subset of Design of Experiments (DOE) and distinguishes itself 
from classic DOE by testing a few systems and simulating the testing of many 
different landing page systems and conversion process combinations…saving you 
time and money while increasing your conversion rate and profitability. 

Part 2: What Is the “TRIZ” Method?  

TRIZ is a method for inventive problem solving. When you get stuck in a rut, TRIZ 
is a guaranteed way to get out.  

The TRIZ method gives you over 40 ways to look at your problem—each pointing to 
a possible solution. These 40 ways come from research David has done on over 
400,000 patents. They represent the different ways that innovation happens.  

David will show you how to use TRIZ to brainstorm test conditions, plus a free tool 
called IdeaEngine that makes TRIZ extremely simple. 

What You’ll Learn   

In his Taguchi Dynamic Ad Optimization Seminar, David claims he will show 
you… 

• A little-known system called "Taguchi" that scientifically increases the 
conversion rates of your marketing and advertising.   

• How to test all elements in your sales message (headline, teaser, graphic, 
etc.) at the same time to increase conversions by 182%! 
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• How Taguchi testing reveals your prospects' buy-buttons.  

• The secret to overcoming the “Taguchi roadblock”… 

• How Taguchi testing simulates the results of thousands of advertisements by 
running just 18 test advertisements.  

• The Matrix and Forced Survey tricks for designing your Taguchi tests.  

• The "7 Steps to an Optimized Ad" to use every time you want to improve 
conversions.  

• Which statistics are the most important to track for direct marketing success 
and especially for Taguchi testing—plus how to track and calculate everything 
you need to know to determine how successful your advertising is.  

• Which elements of your Website are the most important to test—and how to 
test them…  

• Why you should "throttle" your traffic when you start your online tests 
(sending most traffic through your original marketing path, and only some 
through your test).  

• Which Taguchi-testing tools David recommends for both budget-conscious 
marketers and for marketers that demand more features and are willing to 
pay for them… 

…the list goes on, and on!   

David Spells Out Everything  

David spent more than 5 hours, I’m told, going over all kinds of advanced testing, 
tracking, and optimization techniques – on over 136 slides – to show you how to 
use Taguchi and TRIZ to increase marketing response rates and profits.   

Because different people have different learning styles, David converted recordings 
of his Taguchi Dynamic Ad Optimization Seminar into learning material anyone 
will find useful… 

1. Three DVDs give you the "in the seminar experience" like you were there in 
the room with David.  

2. A data CD containing MP3s of the entire seminar so you can put the files 
on your iPod or burn them to CD and listen to them on the go…a great way 
to cement the concepts, or to refresh the ideas in your mind a month or two 
after watching the conference videos.  
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3. A downloadable PDF format transcript of the seminar. This is no 
ordinary transcript where you just get the word-for-word of what was said. 
David includes PowerPoint slides that were being covered…to give you a 
visual of the information as well as the explanation.  

4. You also get the slides from the seminar in downloadable PDF 
format. This makes a great reference guide for quickly finding information 
covered in the seminar—and another place to fill up with notes about the 
ideas and inspiration you're getting as you follow along. With the seminar in 
all four of these formats, you can mix and match your learning for the best 
comprehension.  

Order Now and Get 2 Bonuses  

When you order David Bullock’s Taguchi Ad Optimization Seminar today on 
DVD, you’ll also receive… 

• The original Traguchi-TRIZ Spreadsheets (Testing Tools) 
• Perry Marshall Seminar First Talk DVD 
• MR2 Taguchi Marketing Software (Testing Tools) 

…FREE! 

The cost of the program is $2,100. Not cheap, I know. But when you consider the 
speed with which you can increase your conversion rates with David’s “Taguchi-
TRIZ” testing expertise, I believe it’s worth the investment.   

David’s Promise to YOU!  

As you study the course and do your own Taguchi tests, David is certain you will 
see sales increase by at least 25% early on, and even more down the road.  

David guarantees that within 90 days from your purchase, you'll be extremely 
happy with your increased results. If not, he wants to know.  

They’ll do a 30-minute speed consultation where they look at your tests, and David 
will give you specific suggestions to improve your results. When that works, the 
better for both of us! If it doesn't, or if you would rather not bother, David will 
refund your full purchase price.   

To learn more about David Bullock’s Taguchi Dynamic Ad Optimization 
Seminar, and to order, go here now: 
http://www.taguchimarketing.com/training/Advanced_Testing,_Tracking_and_Opti
mization.html  
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10  
Jim Edwards: Mini-Site Creator 
 
Jim Edwards 
Guaranteed Response Marketing, LLC 
P.O. Box 878 
Lightfoot, VA 23090 
Phone: 757-715-2157 
www.MiniSiteCreator.com  
www.ebookfire.com  

 
 

Learn to Set Up Your Own “Mini-Sites” Without Being a Computer Geek or 
Buying Expensive Software 

 
Which of these mini-sites do you want to create?  
 
• One-Page Sales Letter… 
• Simple Newsletter… 
• Affiliate “Showcase”… 
• Google AdWords Landing Pages… 
 
Everything you need to know to create and post your own professional mini-site in 
less than 3 weeks…including all the software, Website templates, and 2 months of 
deluxe Web hosting… 
 
…Jim Edwards reveals in an incredible program he’s created. But first, let’s learn 
more about Jim’s story.  
 

Who Is Jim Edwards?  
 
Back in 1997, Jim needed a simple Website to sell his e-book online.  
 
But because he couldn’t afford any of the Web “designers” (who wanted $75-150 
per hour), he had to do himself.  
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Using Microsoft Publisher, Jim started his first “live” Website. But there was a 
problem. His site looked like crap…and sales (or lack thereof) proved it!  
 
Next, Jim invested in FrontPage software.  
The result? His second Website looked a little better, and sales started to trickle in. 
But overall, very little progress was made (I’m told).   
 

Challenges Jim Faced Getting His “Mini-Site” Up and Running (that You’ll 
Quickly Overcome)  

 
Challenge #1: Jim needed to get a basic mini-site designed and up and running on 
the Web.  
 
Looking back, Jim knows he could have saved countless hours – if only he’d had 
someone to show him step-by-step what to do and how to do it correctly.  
 
Challenge #2: Jim was processing credit cards manually and making people wait for 
their purchases.  
 
NOW Jim knows there are MANY options for taking orders instantly on the Web…but 
back then he didn’t have the money or the knowledge to make it happen.  
 
Challenge #3: Jim wasn’t following up with people via e-mail.  
 
It sounds silly now. But back in 1997, there were no follow-up auto-responders that 
would send a sequence of e-mails to people over a period of days, weeks, and 
months…nor could you broadcast to your entire list…YOU had to do it MANUALLY! 
(Ugh!)  
 

Every Step Seemed to Take a Month to Figure Out 
 

All those “30-second jobs” seemed to take 20 hours of hair-pulling frustration to 
figure out the first time!  
 
Things like:  
 
• How to set up, post, and display a simple Web page online… 
• How to set up a download page to offer a free report or e-book… 
• How to install a simple auto-responder form, so Jim could get people to 

subscribe to his e-letters and build his list… 
• How to display affiliate links to sell other people’s products… 
• And a whole lot more!  
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Bottom Line: It would take YOU years on your own to master the mechanics of 
setting up and running a successful “mini-site.”  
 
But, the great news is, you’re about to save yourself ALL those years of trouble and 
frustration… 
 

Introducing, Jim Edwards’ “Mini-Site” Creator Home Study Program  
 

In his “Mini-Site Creator” Home Study Program, Jim Edwards shows you everything 
he knows about the mechanics of creating simple, fast-loading, and most 
importantly, EFFECTIVE mini-sites… 
 
Including step-by-step instructions on HOW TO DO IT ALL in a way that you can do 
over and over again…as many times as you want!  
 
Jim will show you how to create, manage, and upload your own mini-sites…whether 
you sell your own product, operate a newsletter, sell strictly as an affiliate for 
someone else…or even if you just want to learn how to set up a Website for 
personal use.  

 
Originally, this course was offered as a small e-class to only 37 people. But frankly, 
the real purpose behind putting it together was to create a comprehensive “mini-
site training program” for Jim’s assistant (who also happens to be his niece).  
 

More on Jim Edwards    
 

Jim has come a long way since his early days fumbling around in the dark.  
 
• Jim averages (I’m told) more than $5,864.44 in sales, every month, from just 

one of his mini-sites! He has way too many of them to count. 
 
• Up until creating this program, I’m told, Jim did all his own Website creation, 

including layout design, formatting, script installation, server admin, marketing, 
customer service, payment processing, answering e-mails from customers, 
publishing products…etc.  

 
• Jim owned and operate his own Website design, development, and hosting 

company (with a fraternity brother) for almost 2 years on the late 90’s.  
 
• Jim claims he has sold thousands of dollars worth of his own (and other 

people’s) products using nothing more than small mini-sites to sell, process the 
orders, and deliver the products automatically online.   
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About the only thing Jim says he’s hired anyone to do for him (up to this point) is to 
install complicated Web scripts or to do high-end graphics like e-book covers.  
 
Today, Jim is a leading author and creator of step-by-step “how-to” products that 
help people get results online.  
 

What You’ll Learn from Jim’s “Mini-Site Creator” Home Study Program 
 

Jim will show you, in less than 3 weeks… 
 
Step-by-step, click-by-click, exactly what to do and how to do it! (You literally 
watch on your computer screen what Jim’s doing on his, pause the “screen capture” 
video, and go do it yourself.)  
 
Lesson #1: Basic Skills Training (Overview of the site creation process) 
 
• 3 different types of mini-sites… 
• The truth about what makes a “good” domain name… 
• How to pick a great Web host… 
• You get the complete HTML software you need to create your mini-sites!  
• How format text, create bullets, hyperlinks, insert pictures… 
• Audio Lesson – “The top 7 Critical Design Mistakes New Webmasters Make and 

How to Avoid Them”… 
 
…And lots more! 
 
Lesson #2: Setting Up Your Mini-Site (Using templates, setting up 
sequential auto-responders, taking payments online, finding FREE 
content) 
 
• The mechanics of setting up a “one-page sales letter”… 
• How to create a “Simple Newsletter” Mini-Site… 
• How to create an “Affiliate Showcase” Mini-Site… 
• How to set up Download Pages… 
• How to tie Clickbank and/or PayPal into your mini-site… 
• How to set up sequential Auto-Responders… 
• Where to find FREE content for your mini-sites… 
• Dozens of professionally designed HTML templates…and more! 
 
Lesson #3: Set Up Shop Online (Uploading, finishing Clickbank and 
PayPal, pop-up windows, password protection folders)  
 
• How to upload your mini-site to your hosting account… 
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• Complete FTP software… 
• How to tweak your Website to make it load faster… 
• How to read and understand your page statistics… 
• Set up all the basic e-mail accounts you need… 
 
Plus, an Audio Lesson: “Public Domain & Copywriting Tips With Yanik Silver”!  
 
Lesson #4: Bonus Lessons (Bonus software, student Q&A, site critiques, 
odds and ends to tie up any remaining questions) 
 
• More advanced information… 
• How to create your own mini-site “control” center… 
• How to put audio buttons on your site… 
• How to set up and take surveys online… 
• How to grab subscribers by the boatload… 
 
Plus, critiques of 4 student sites…REVEALED!  
 
BONUS SOFTWARE: “The Ultimate Subscription Box”…a fast way for you to grab 
subscribers for your auto-responder, newsletter, mini-course, free report – or 
whatever subscription – without ever leaving your Webpage…or getting redirected 
to a confirmation page or pop-up!  
 
BONUS AUDIO LESSON: “How to Get Traffic to Your Mini-Sites”… 

 
Your Investment?  

 
The overall value of Jim Edwards’ “Mini-Site Creator” Home Study Course is plain 
to see…so I’m not going to waste a minutes building the tension.  
 
The cost of the program is ONLY $397!   
 

Jim’s Promise: You’ll Become a Mini-Site “Master” in 90 Days or Less or 
Your Money Back! 

 
Watch and learn from the multi-media lessons right on your computer 
screen…listen to all the MP3 audio lessons…try out ALL the tools… 
 
And if you’re not 100% happy and convinced THIS COURSE is what will finally 
help you get a foothold on the Internet and start making your online business a 
reality… 
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Just send back all the materials and Jim will refund every penny you paid – no 
questions asked!  
 

Act Now and Receive 6 Bonuses 
 

• All the HTML & FTP Software You Need ($100—$300 value)… 
• Dozens of Professionally Designed HTML Templates ($50—$100 value)… 
• Exclusive ClipArt Sources ($50—$100 value)… 
• Free Places to Get Content ($50—$100 value)… 
• 2 Months FREE Website Hosting ($40 value)… 
• A Listing in the Mini-Site Creator Directory and a Chance to Be Featured in 

“Success Stories Exposed!” ($250—$500 value)… 
 

Get Your Copy of the “Mini-Site” Creator Home Study Course…It Will 
Change Your Life 

 
If you want the course, buy it today. It will change your life forever…giving you the 
power to set up as many mini-sites as you want, whenever you want! 
 
It’s that simple.  
 
Don’t wait… 
 
Click here to get your copy right now!  
 
http://www.minisitecreator.com/home.html?code=S01#Grab_Your_Copy_NOW3  
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11  
Mike Filsaime: Carbon-Copy 
Marketing  

 
 

Mike Filsaime, LLC 
www.CarbonCopyMarketing.com  
www.MikeFilsaime.com  

 

“Any Successful Person will tell you NOT to “Re-Invent the Wheel!” Just 
interview those that are successful and duplicate everything they do that is 
successful, and you can achieve "Carbon-Copy" results.” – Mike Filsaime  

  
How to Make Money Online…Easier, Faster, and More Effective! 

If you are looking for $50,000 PER MONTH, close this page now! 

However, if you are realistic and want to make over $60,000 net in your first 
year then read on… 

Who Is Mike Filsaime?  

Mike Filsaime is not your average Internet marketer.  

Though I’m told he makes over $160,000 per month online, and has made as 
much as $671,000 in a single day, Mike knows what it feels like to get burned 
spending a fortune on programs that promise the world BUT fail to deliver.  

In “Carbon-Copy Marketing”, Mike Filsaime delivers the cold hard truth about 
Internet marketing…and how you can make $5,045 per month online!  
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7 Reasons to Sell Digital/Downloadable Information On the Net! 

1: You have unlimited buyers. With the Internet you have a Global Business. 
And millions of people sign on as new as new Internet users every day! As you 
can see above, over 20% of my sales are from outside the U.S.A.  

2: Incredibly huge profit margins. People are buying "How to:" information. 
Just like this. With a digitally delivered or downloadable product your profit 
margin is nearly 100%. Compare that to Amazon.com. They have to deliver hard 
products and ship and have thousands of employees. All that eats up most of the 
profit! 

3: You can work from just about anywhere. It doesn't matter if you're 
tanning, on a cruise in the Virgin Islands, Mountain Climbing in the Rockies. You 
can run your Website from anywhere you can find an Internet connection. (This 
past Christmas I went to see my father in San Jose, and then we went on a 
family cruise. During that time $1589 was deposited in my account. I didn't even 
bring my laptop because I could use my father's computer or the Internet café 
on the cruise ship to run my business.) 

4: Your business works on virtual autopilot. All you do is click once in the 
morning and see how much you made in the evening! No shipping. No sending 
e-mail. No Book keeping! 

5: No need for employees. None, zip, nada. It's just you and your cat (or dog) 
and your family!  No headaches of dealing with employees!  

6: Incredibly low start up costs. You don't need to rent an office or 
equipment. All you need is the computer you are using right now to read this 
page and an Internet connection! 

7: No inventory to keep. All of your products are digital. So your customers 
make a payment and download your products before you even know you get 
paid. "How strong is that?" 

What You’ll Get 

In “Carbon-Copy Marketing”, Mike Filsaime gives you 71 pages filled with step-
by-step "how-to" guidelines, secrets and tips…and 41 videos that play on your 
computer screen!   
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Are You New to Internet Marketing?  

#1- Get your own www.myWebsite.com name in 3 Minutes! 

#2- Get FREE Website templates like this one and many others that you can edit in 
just minutes. The videos show you how! 

#3- Get Free Editing software to design your site and get in on the Web. It works 
Just Like MS Word.  

 Not a Total Newbie, But Still a Beginner?  

 #1- Take your sites to the next level. Create Pop-Ups and more to get people to 
join you mailing list. 

#2- You will learn how to pop-in HTML code in seconds. You will NEVER be afraid of 
the word HTML again. Use it for Fly-in-Ads and Auto-Responders. 

#3- Accept credit cards online without a merchant account. No credit needed!  

#4- Design your "Thank-You" pages so people can download their products! 

Looking to Step It Up a Notch?   

#1- Create your own eBook in just 7 days! Market and Sell your own product! 

#2- Make money by having other people sell your product as your affiliate! 

#3- Make money as an affiliate with someone else's product! 

#4- Sell 11,000 downloadable products that people can search for right from your 
Website that pays you 50% commission! 

#5- Get your very own copy of this site and make even more money, TODAY! 
   

Already Web Savvy?  

#1- Advertise your Website for FREE by e-mail without using SPAM! 

#2- Advertise your Website for FREE by using search engines! 
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#3- Get your site listed at the "Top-Spot" of Google, Yahoo, and others in 1 day! 
 
#4- 7 Ways I Advertise and get Massive traffic that doesn't cost me a dime!   

Advanced Internet Marketer?  

#1- Building a Massive Opt-In List of 30,000 members in just six months… 

#2- Targeting traffic to your site and BRIBING prospects in to shelling out their 
Name and E-mail Address Every Time! Without Fail! No Exceptions! 

#3- How and What to market to your opt-in list! The market studies and secrets I 
expose will turn some heads and make me some enemies. 
 
#4- The one mistake that you are making and the Single Secret KEY-Point to online 
marketing. Know what it is…It's in the book. (Page 54) 
 
#5- Create Killer Sales Copy that will have your customers begging you to take 
their money! Do You Know the Meaning of USP? 

#6- The one adjustment I made to my "order section" that quadrupled my closing 
ratio over night. Do you have it on yours? 

#7- Secrets to Viral Marketing, Networking, and Branding! I used all these tactics 
to get an army of people promoting this product in just 4 days!   

What It Costs 

“Carbon-Copy Marketing” costs JUST $47, and comes with:  

• 41 digital videos 
• 4 hours of on-screen tutorials 
• 71 pages of rich-content. 
• $1000 worth of software tools needed to run your Internet business… 
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Mike Filsaime’s Promise to You 

If within 90 days, you're not satisfied with “Carbon-Copy Marketing” for any reason, 
Mike Filsaime will refund your entire purchase price!  
 
No questions asked, no hoops to jump through, no funny business. Either you're 
happy or you get your money back. Period. No hassles, no hard feelings. 
 
Don’t wait! Download Mike Filsaime’s “Carbon-Copy” videos, now!  
 

http://www.carbon-copy-marketing.com/?id=prod1#order  
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12  
David Garfinkel: Breakthrough 
Copywriting  

 
 

Overnight Marketing 
236 West Portal Avenue, PMB 255 
San Francisco, CA 94127 
Tel: 415-564-4475 
Fax: 415-564-4599 
www.BreakthroughCopywriting.com  

 

The Role of Copywriting in Internet Marketing 

As an Internet marketer, your primary goal is to persuade people to buy the 
products and/or services you offer.  

Whether you need to create a Website, a sales letter or landing page, a series of 
auto-responders, etc…you can save yourself a TON of money by learning how to 
write them yourself. 

If you haven’t already invested in a solid copywriting program, I highly recommend 
you check out David Garfinkel’s “Breakthrough Copywriting” program.  

Do it today and your Internet marketing efforts will get easier, your words will get 
higher response rates…and you’ll make more money! 

Who Is David Garfinkel?  

David Garfinkel is President of Overnight Marketing in San Francisco, a marketing 
firm that specializes in Results-Driven Direct Marketing for Entrepreneurial 
Businesses. 

As a marketing consultant and master copywriter, David has worked with 
businesses in 81 different industries. He's an established teacher of business writing 
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skills with a long list of successful clients in the corporate, entrepreneurial and 
professional services arena.  

Early in his career, David was an award-winning business journalist. He completed 
his journalism career in 1985 as McGraw-Hill Magazines' San Francisco Bureau 
Chief.  

Today David is frequently sought out by the media for his expertise on marketing, 
and has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Fast Company, Home 
Office Computing and dozens of other newspapers, magazines and trade journals 
throughout the U.S.  

In addition, “David is a first-rate copywriter,” adds Bob Bly.  

With David’s guidance, soon you’ll be able to… 

Convert Your Words Into Cash 
 

On February 18th, 19th and 20th of 2005, David invited 40 up-and-coming Internet 
marketers, copywriters and entrepreneurs to attend a SECRET “Closed-Door” event 
in Las Vegas, Nevada… 
 
…Where David revealed his trade secrets for writing effective sales copy for the 
Internet. 
 
David was kind enough to send me his program to review, and I’ve got to tell 
you…the copywriting he reveals are spectacular! I learned tons of new tricks and 
techniques I’d never heard explained that way before. And I’m a copywriter!  
 
As a copywriter (and dedicated student of advertising and direct marketing), I’m 
constantly on the lookout for breakthrough programs and techniques that will help 
me stay ahead of my competition.  
 
David Garfinkel’s Breakthrough Copywriting program is on my list…a definite “must-
have” for any Internet entrepreneur…and a key addition to my growing library of 
blockbuster programs.   
 

What You’ll Learn  
 

In Breakthrough Copywriting, David reveals… 
 
• How he created an ad campaign that cost less than $100 to launch, and brought 

in $5 million a year in new, documented business (you'll get the full text of the 
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sales letter he’s never shown anyone…plus.. the top-secret strategy David has 
kept to himself until now)… 

 
• The "secret code" behind the most profitable advertising of all time—which has 

brought in an estimated $2 billion in sales (David didn't write the ad, although 
he knows who did…but…he's the only one who unlocked the secret code behind 
this incredibly profitable offer, and reveals it step-by-step, so that you can write 
a similarly super-successful ad for your own business)… 

 

• How David routinely takes boring subjects and makes them riveting for qualified 
prospects (the ones who spend money with you)—11 secret techniques that 
until now, only 40 people have been privy to… 

 

Copywriting: The Heart of Entrepreneurship! 

 

To be successful as an Internet marketer, it is mandatory that you learn how to… 

 

• Produce a bankable return on your investment from advertising… 

• Generate measurable results, and… 

• Rely on proven direct response methods that work by formula, not 
guesswork (so you can get the same results again and again, whenever you 
want).  

 

In “Breakthrough Copywriting” David reveals how to do all three!  

 

Here’s a small sampling of the breakthrough copywriting techniques you’ll learn… 

 

Sessions 1 and 2: Breakthrough Copywriting Basics 

 

• David's 4-part Breakthrough Copywriting formula that lets anyone write brutally-
effective copy and maximizes the response and profits of any ad or Website! 

 

• The "C" Factor: How it virtually forces people to read your ad, letter or Website 
from top to bottom, whip out their wallet, and buy on the spot!  

 

• How to tap the deep into the reservoirs of the subconscious mind and burst open 
the floodgates to create tidal waves of cash! (It's easier than you think!)  
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• The "Anatomy of a Sales Message" revealed! At last, discover the 6 parts every 
promotion—either online or offline—must have to pull in staggering results! 

  

• What 82% of salespeople and business owners don't do that kills their chances 
of securing more sales!  

 

• 7 surefire reasons people decide to buy! (Want a never-ending stream of 
profits? Focus your copy on one or a combination of these nearly irresistible 
buying motivators. Your results will soar almost instantly!)  

Session 4: Breakthrough Copywriting Emotional Triggers 

• Emotional triggers (11 in all): WHAT they are and how you can use them to turn 
off the skeptical "chatter" inside the prospect's mind! 

NOTE: In this section, David shows you 1) the technique; 2) how it works; 3) what 
it looks like using real working-world examples; 4) a breakdown of how to 
implement the technique in your own copy; 5) when and where the technique is 
most effective (i.e. in your lead, headline, end of copy, etc.)  

Example (1 of 11): How to Appeal to People’s Sense of Larceny…the desire 
to “get away” with something expensive without paying full-price. (David shows you 
the steps you must take, real-world examples, and when this technique is most 
effective!)  

• How to solicit and get hundreds of testimonials from reluctant customers!  

• How to spice up the "sex appeal" of, well, frankly, boring products!  

Session 5 and 6: The Science of Breakthrough Copywriting 

• Specific elements to test in copy and how to test each one! (26 different parts of 
a promotion that…with a little "tweaking"…can boost response by 
150%…500%…1000% or more!) 

 

• A little-known way to sneak e-mails under spam filter "radars"…and…get more 
people to open your e-mail!  

• The 4 best colors to apply to your Website borders and background to increase 
response! (Yes, colors do help!)…Plus, the 3 worst colors to apply to Website 
borders (that depress response)! 
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• Website formatting secrets of the largest direct marketing companies in 
America! (These companies are fanatical testers…so…it benefits you to model 
your Websites after theirs!) 

 

• Where to get "unblockable" pop-ups that don't annoy your prospects (but do 
increase sales conversion)!  

Session 8: Breakthrough Copywriting “DNA” 

• Vital information you can learn from a letter that's been mailed over 
600,000,000 times (yup, Six Hundred Million)…all over the United States, 
Europe and Australia.  

 

• How to create lead generation promotions that pull in tons and tons of hot leads!  

 

• How to turn trash into cash! (David’s "earthworm story" is hilarious and 
highlights the power of a money-making concept as old as time itself!)  

 

• How one marketer is making hundreds of dollars per week from eBay without 
auctioning anything himself!  

 

• The best type of envelope to use when mailing letters!  

Session 9: Breakthrough Momentum 

• How to start building the momentum necessary to write copy that produces the 
freedom, success and riches you want and deserve! 

 

• The 3 Noble Principles of Momentum! (Incorporate them into your life and you 
have a right to expect "miracles" to happen!)  

• How to harness the power of the "success emotions" buried within! (This 
powerful exercise allows you to feel what it's like to succeed! Do it often! You'll 
love it!) 

  

• How to say "No!" to distractions and stop being "half-assed" about your business 
and life! (You're sure to prosper from Jim's wisdom!)  

…and much, much more! 
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Key Features  

David Garfinkel’s “Breakthrough Copywriting System” features: 

• 9 action-packed DVDs of the key presentations (by David and his select 
group of panel experts)… 

The DVD format David uses to explain his ‘Breakthrough Copywriting System’ is 
absolutely amazing. Each technique is explained forwards and backwards using 
real-world examples. The entire learning process was fun, fast and easy…these 
DVDs kick butt!  

• Over 20 audio CDs (of each DVD session)…so you can listen to them in your 
car, or wherever you go! 
  

• 120 pages of content…transcripts and manuals, slides and accompanying 
handouts! 
 

• Plus, 7 audio bonus CDs worth $779.00! 

What It Costs  

David Garfinkel’s “Breakthrough Copywriting System” costs $997, with free 
shipping in the U.S. and Canada.  

Most copywriting programs come in a binder-only…meaning, you must read through 
hundreds, if not thousands of pages in order to absorb the copywriting secrets 
within. Not so with David’s program!   

Each of the 9 main sessions in David Garfinkel’s Breakthrough Copywriting System 
is provided in video (DVD) and audio (CD)…as well as in a printed, bound 
transcript.   

Ease of use, step-by-step hand-holding and explanation of the psychology behind 
each of the copywriting techniques…make this program a “must-have” for anyone 
wanting to learn copywriting.  

Well worth the investment!  

 
Claim your copy in 1 or 3 easy installments! 

http://www.breakthroughcopywriting.com/orderform.htm  
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13  
Armand Morin: FlashPal 
Generator 
Generator Software, LLC  
14460 New Falls of the Neuse Rd.,  
Suite 149-315 
Raleigh, NC 27614 

www.ArmandMorin.com  

http://flashpal.generatorsoftware.com/flashpalindex2.html?code=S01  

 

Who Is Armand Morin?  

Go to Google and type in “Armand Morin”.   

Now go to Yahoo and do the same search.  

Last time, do the same search on MSN. 

In total, his name alone (I’m told) is on over 500,000 Websites. 

Armand Morin is one of the most well known Internet marketers in the world today. 
Armand claims that since 1996, his personal online businesses have generated over 
$35 million in online revenue.  

Armand claims he has taught tens of thousands of people his unique and 
proprietary Internet business building principles and strategies which work without 
fail for every business that has implemented them. 

Armand speaks regularly at live business training sessions and seminars all over 
world…including Australia, the United Kingdom, New Zealand and in Singapore. 
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Armand’s goal is to help people increase and enhance their online businesses 
through automation with his “Generator” brand of software which is used by tens of 
thousands of people in more than 100 different countries. 

His latest software program, “FlashPal Generator” shows you…  

The SAFEST Way to Process PayPal Payments Over the Internet, While 
Blocking Internet Thieves From Stealing Your Products!  

Are you losing tons of money every day? If you are using PayPal, there’s a good 
chance you are being robbed blind and you don't even know it! 

Armand Morin specializes in creating simple solutions to common e-commerce 
problems. His latest software product, “FlashPal Generator” will help alleviate any 
concerns you might have about Internet thieves stealing your products.    

Why Using PayPal to Sell Digital Products Is a HUGE PROBLEM! 

PayPal has its advantages. It’s a great way to accept payments on your Website. 
Armand uses it on many of his sites for the convenience of not only accepting 
payment for his products, but for the convenience of his customers.  

Over 80 MILLION People Are Using PayPal Right Now! But what you might not know 
is…if you are accepting PayPal and selling a digital product, you are exposing 
yourself and your product to the WORLD. 

By nature, PayPal is not perfect. No company is. PayPal’s biggest problem is, 
there’s a major flaw in their method of giving you your link code to sell your 
products.  

Your link code from PayPal looks something like this: 

<form action="https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/Webscr" method="post"> 
<input type="hidden" name="cmd" value="_xclick"> 
<input type="hidden" name="business" value="support@flashpalgenerator.com"> 
<input type="hidden" name="item_name" value="Test_Product"> 
<input type="hidden" name="item_number" value="1001"> 
<input type="hidden" name="amount" value="$19.95"> 
<input type="hidden" name="no_shipping" value="1"> 
<input type="hidden" name="return" 
value="http://www.flashpalgenerator.com/download.html"> 
<input type="hidden" name="cancel_return" 
value="http://www.flashpalgenerator.com"> 
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<input type="image" src="https://www.paypal.com/images/x-click-but5.gif" 
border="0" name="submit" alt="Make payments with PayPal—it's fast, free and 
secure!"> 
</form> 

See the Red Line Above? That Is Your Download Page! 

This is where your customer goes if they have paid successfully. What this means 
is, if you are trying to automate the order process by putting your product on the 
"download.html" page, ANYONE can go there and simply walk away with your 
product. 

More Importantly, YOU DON'T GET PAID! 

How would someone steal your product? They could simply click "view source" and 
scroll down the page until they see the PayPal code and copy the "return value" 
html page. That's it! They now have your product. 

WARNING: Anyone who does this is stealing. This is a crime no matter how you 
look at it. Anyone caught doing this, may be prosecuted by the owner of the 
product. 

 
The Question Is…How Do You Protect Yourself and Your Products From 

Internet Theft? 

Many Internet marketers have attempted to solve this dilemma. Some have 
succeeded. Others have merely disguised the issue by creating complicated coding 
devices.  

Some of these encrypting methods work great. Others, with a little common sense, 
can be manipulated to sort out the download URL in a matter of a few minutes. 

You could setup a PayPal IPN script on your site (BEST METHOD)…but you would 
have to find someone to install it properly and then make sure it works. Hopefully 
your server would support the language it was written in, but there are no 
guarantees…until now!  
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The Solution  

Armand Morin has been studying a lot about FLASH and its uses. Recently, learned 
that you can encode information and even URLs in FLASH and you can't read the 
file information at all. 

So he created a PayPal FLASH button…and secretly encoded the PayPal download 
links and source inside of a flash file.  

And guess what? It worked perfectly—Armand claims.  

After a few tests, Armand threw it over to all his HI-TECH buddies to have a hack at 
the new codes. They couldn't do it either. It was simply a perfect solution to the 
problem. 

Introducing, “FlashPal Generator” Secure PayPal Processing With Built-In 
Flash Technology! 

This simple piece of software, I’m told, allows you to create UNLIMITED FlashPal 
buttons which are specially encrypted to hide your download or thank you 
page…even your product location.  

The process is easy and you can be up and running in minutes. 

• No Complicated Scripts to Install  
• No Complicated IPN Set Up  
• No Server Set Up Required  
• No More Head Aches  
• No Flash Experience Necessary  
• Unlimited FlashPal Buttons  
• Simple to use User Interface  
• Video Tutorial To guide you through the whole process.  
• 8 Different FlashPal Buttons For You To Choose From.  

Everything is done for you automatically in FlashPal Generator. 

Don’t Let Your Products Fall Victim to Online Theft by Digital Thieves!  

This is not just some flash code which you have to edit yourself. It is a complete 
software solution detailing everything you need to fully protect your digital products 
from online theft. 

Armand’s Full Video Tutorial teaches you step by step how to use this software. If 
you have any questions, you can refer to it as many times as you need.  
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It’s like having Armand sit there looking over your shoulder each step of the way. 

You Get 8 Specially Designed FlashPal Order Buttons  

             

       
 

NOTE: These are sample PayPal graphics only and not flash. 

You get the FlashPal Video Tutorial…plus, FREE lifetime upgrades! 

In less than 5 minutes you can secure all of your PayPal purchases and know 100% 
your products are not being robbed of all your Internet Profits. 

What It Costs 

FlashPal Generator costs just $67.00!  

Don't delay. Every minute you wait is money that you are losing right now.  

Download FlashPal Generator Right Now!  

http://flashpal.generatorsoftware.com/flashpalindex2.html?code=S01  
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Michel Fortin: The Copy Doctor  
 

The Success Doctor, Inc. 
c/o Michel Fortin, CEO 
1707 Cara Crescent 
Ottawa, Ontario (Canada) K4A1M4 
Phone/Fax: (613) 482-4828 
E-mail: support@successdoctor.com 

www.TheCopyDoctor.com  

 

Meet Michel Fortin…a.k.a. “The Copy Doctor”  

Michel Fortin has been a direct response copywriter and consultant for close to 20 
years. His track record speaks for itself.  

In the last few years alone, I’m told, Michel’s writing has helped sell hundreds of 
millions of dollars worth of products and services for a wide variety of clients, 
stretching hundreds of different and unrelated industries. 

Michel claims on his Website that one of his sales letters generated $1.08 million 
online on the first day. A few weeks later, another sales letter for a completely 
different product generated over $1.04 million in three weeks. 

Put Michel’s Expertise to Work for You 

Michel's company, The Success Doctor, Inc., is a copywriting and direct response 
consultancy that can take your marketing and your business to the next level—and 
beyond—with clearer, more compelling and more cash-generating copy that sells. 

His proven, battle-tested and even scientifically measured conversion strategies can 
significantly fire up your sales regardless of your industry or economy.  
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Whether it's a poorly targeted market, a lackluster offer, or drab copy that either 
bores or entertains your market at best, The Success Doctor, Inc. can plug costly 
leaks that are robbing your business blind, and transform it into a profit-
pulling powerhouse. 

‘Spy’ On Top Internet Copywriter, Michel Fortin, As He Tears Apart and 
Rewires Lifeless Sales Pieces From Actual Clients… 

To help Internet entrepreneurs like you make more money online, Michel Fortin 
created a private MEMBERS-ONLY Website where he reveals, step-by-step, the copy 
secrets…tested conversion strategies…and confidential tricks of the trade he uses to 
transform ordinary offers into raging cash machines.  

With over 60 hours of the most intense, outrageous, no-holds-barred copywriting 
secrets and “extreme sales copy makeovers” ever caught on video, Michel claims 
you will discover… 

• How to write highly-responsive copy that can transform stagnant sales letters 
into cash-generating machines… 

• How to dive deep into the mind of your prospect…identify their dominant fears, 
frustrations, and desires…and explode your profits!  

• How to select the words and story angles that will get your readers clinging to 
your every word…eager to become your customers!  

And much, much more! 

Prepare to Be Mesmerized By Michel’s ‘Spy’ Videos! 

Each month, Michel rips apart and supercharges a sales letter, Website, direct mail 
piece, e-mail campaign, or other type of direct response copy…using real-world 
examples from actual clients.  

You’ll discover what’s right about the copy, what can be made stronger, precisely 
what changes to make, as well as the reasons behind each recommendation.  

Instead of boring generalizations to explain what works and what doesn’t, Michel 
gives a detailed analysis of each piece that will help you finally understand what 
makes good copy great! 

What’s more, Michel records each copy consultation on his desktop computer, “live” 
on screen-cam video, so you get to: 

1. See what Michel sees… 
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2. Hear every word he says, and… 
3. Watch what he writes!  

It’s as if you are sitting right beside Michel looking over his shoulders, “spying” on 
him as he shows you how he injects life into copy – as he does it!  

You’ll not only get tips, ideas and inside secrets, but often brutally honest advice 
you can take to the bank.  

You watch, listen and discover, step-by-step, exactly what to do to make your 
Internet copy pull MAXIMUM response. Then sit back and watch your profits shoot 
right off the charts!  

How to Double, Triple and Even Quadruple Your Conversion Rates… 

You not only get to watch Michel dissect sales pieces and hear his actionable steps 
to improve their firepower…you’ll also learn the results from thousands of split-tests 
Michel’s done over the years… 

Testing, tracking and tweaking…what’s working now, and what’s not! 

Plus, strategies like…power new headlines, blockbuster openings, killer hooks, 
proven response triggers, irresistible offers, mind-blowing split-test results and 
opportunities, “seal-the-deal” closing techniques…and more!  

With these kinds of tips for packing maximum selling power into all your Internet 
marketing copy, do you think you could kick your sales up a few notches?  

You bet you could!  

That’s why I’m recommending you subscribe to The Copy Doctor with Michel Fortin!  

Here’s how it works… 

What You’ll Get as a Member of The Copy Doctor 

When you enroll today, you’ll get full access to Michel Fortin’s library of ‘spy’ videos 
for a full 12 months.  

Log in anytime you want…go through the videos at your own pace… 

Each month, you’ll walk away with a minimum of one powerful critique (right now 
Michel is posting 2-3 a month), which you can easily follow, model and duplicate. 
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Remember, these critiques are not quick, "at-a-glance" overviews. They're in-
depth, intense, and meticulously detailed. In fact, each critique can last up to 6 
hours! (Most are about 2-3 hours long.) So there's a lot of material to go 
through…over 60 mind-blowing hours in all! 

Privileges of Membership 

With a one-year, unrestricted access membership to The Copy Doctor, you get: 

• Over 60 hours of video (updated each month)… 

• Tons of tips, ideas, articles, and news… 

• Answers to your most pressing questions (you have the ability to comment 
on each critique, article, tip, or video in the Website, or ask questions where 
Michel and other members can respond)… 

• Ability to network and share success-secrets with other members… 

• "Flash" version of Michel’s 3-hour seminar on DVD, How To Write Profit-
Pulling Copy In 3 Simple Steps, selling for $297.00 (free for members!)… 

• Members-only coaching calls, including public and private teleseminars, 
Webinars, and interviews with other top copywriters and marketers… 

• Copy of Michel’s Thesaurus software, PowerWords Generator, where you can 
scan your copy to find and replace dull, lifeless words with more powerful, 
visual ones (this tool is selling for $97 but it's yours free!)… 

• And lots more!  

What Membership Will Cost You 

Membership to Michel Fortin’s The Copy Doctor is $497…that’s just $40 a month!  

When you consider Michel charges clients roughly $3,000 for a copy critique, and 
up to $15,000 for copywriting… 

I’m confident you’ll find your membership into Michel Fortin’s The Copy Doctor to 
be worth at least 10 times what you’ll pay today.  

No Long-Term Contract and No Obligation to Stay 
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Your membership is good for a full year. Renewals are automatic, too. But 
remember, you can cancel at anytime, too. You are not tied to any long-term 
contract…and there’s no fine print.  

I urge you to try it for a year. If you cancel, renewals will cease immediately!  

Plus, your membership is backed by… 

Michel Fortin’s 100% Money-Back, Customer Satisfaction Guarantee 

Listen, Michel wants you to be as confident as I am that The Copy Doctor will help 
you learn to write effective sales copy that will boost your Internet profits.  

Become a member today. Listen to every recording. Watch the “spy’ videos. Read 
every article, tip, tool, resource and bonus.  

If you’re not completely convinced The Copy Doctor is worth the price of admission 
many times over, Michel wants you within the first 30 days to ask for your money 
back.  

Click here to lock in your membership:  

http://www.thecopydoctor.com/#order  

…and get the following bonuses at no extra charge! 

• Bonus #1: Thousands of free ready-to-use tools, checklists, forms, and 
templates… 

• Bonus #2: “Increase Your Profits by 20% in 20 Minutes!” by Top Copywriter, 
Bob Serling… 

• Bonus #3: “Is the Internet Killing Your Business?” by Joe Vitale and Dan Janal.  
• Bonus #4: 2-Hour Audio Grilling Session As Michel Fortin Explains How to Write 

Web Copy… 
• Bonus #5: 6-Hour Uncensored Interview With John Carlton and the Late Gay 

Halbert 

ORDER NOW 

http://www.thecopydoctor.com/#order 
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Alexandria Brown, a.k.a.  
“The E-Zine Queen” 
 
 
Boost Business With Your Own E-Zine 

 
AKB Communications Inc.  
578 Washington Blvd., Ste. 130 
Marina del Rey, CA  90292 
Toll-free: 877-510-2215 
E-mail: info@ezinequeen.com 
 
 

 
Learn How One Simple E-mail Each Month Can Make You Famous, Get You 
Recognized as an Expert, Build a Following of Loyal Customers, and Easily 

Boost Your Internet Profits! 
 

There are tons of ways to build your Internet business. For example, you could 
master the art of copywriting…generating targeted traffic…building mini-sites…list-
building…etc.  
 
However, one of the fastest (and easiest) ways to make money online is to 
establish yourself as an expert in your field. 
 
How do you do that? Simple. By creating an ongoing “dialog” between you and your 
target audience that positions YOU as a resource to help solve their most pressing 
needs, wants and desires.  
 
Once you’ve established yourself as an expert in your field, you’ll have no 
problem…  
 

• Building a loyal "following” of customers who will buy from you over and 
over again…and refer you even more business. 
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• Gaining the respect, attention, and support of your friends, clients and 
colleagues.  

 
• Winning the hearts, minds, and wallets of your prospects, clients, and 

others in your industry, field, or product category.  

THE easiest and most effective way to do all this is to publish an e-mail newsletter 
or "ezine"—pronounced "e-zeen". 

Until recently, however, learning exactly what it takes to do it (and do it right) has 
been a bit of a mystery.  

Not anymore!    

Finally, a Proven System that Shows You Step-by-Step How to Build and 
Publish Your Own E-Zine 

When it comes to building profitable e-zines, nobody is better qualified to show you 
the way than Alexandria Brown, a.k.a. "The Ezine Queen." 

In her award-winning step-by-step program—"Boost Business With Your 
Own Ezine"—Alexandria claims she reveals a quick-and-easy, "connect-the-dots" 
system for planning, writing, publishing, and promoting an ezine that’s guaranteed 
to help you boost your Internet profits.  

If you can send out one simple e-mail – as little as once a month – you too can tap 
into the enormous profit potential that the Internet offers.  

Just as you might have guessed, however, WHAT you put in that e-mail and HOW 
you send it out will determine whether you are successful or not.  

301 Secrets to Planning, Writing, Publishing, and Promoting an Ezine 

When Alexandria wanted to launch her own ezine 3 years ago for her virtual ad 
agency, she purchased a boatload of books on the topic…only to be sorely 
disappointed. 

So she set out to do it the hard way…searching high and low, spending a lot of 
money and time going through all the muck and hype, and trying everything under 
the sun… 

Until finally, she stumbled onto a winning formula that she continues to use today. 
Once she learned to do it RIGHT, she began getting so many clients that she had to 
hire help.   
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Suddenly, marketing her business became FUN. It wasn't a struggle anymore!  

Practically overnight, Alexandria Brown was thrust into the limelight…and hailed as 
an “instant expert”…which led to interviews with Entrepreneur Magazine and the 
Wall Street Journal. 

Later, at the request of her fellow colleagues, Alexandria created her own system 
using her winning, proven formula for starting a money-making ezine.  

Let Alexandria Brown Guide You Through the Entire Process…Step by Step, 
From Start to Finish 

Thanks to her ezine, Alexandria now makes a MILLION-DOLLAR-PLUS INCOME 
solely from the Internet. She has more freedom in her life than ever before… 

You can too, you know!  

In her breakthrough program, "Boost Business With Your Own Ezine”, 
Alexandria claims you will learn… 

• How to provide your readers with practical CONTENT that they'll LOVE to 
read…issue after issue, even if you can’t write your way out of a paper bag.  

• How to MANAGE YOUR LIST without having to be a techie.  
   

• 12 simple ways to use your ezine to SELL MORE of your services and 
products… 
   

• The ratio of USEFUL CONTENT to SELF PROMOTION you should use.  

• HOW TO FORMAT your ezine so that everyone can read it—whether you publish 
in text or HTML (color and graphics).   

• 21 ways to BUILD A MASSIVE MAILING LIST fast and easy from ZERO to 
THOUSANDS of eager subscribers—without using spam tactics. 
   

• All the tricks on avoiding SPAM FILTERS, to make sure your ezine actually 
REACHES your readers! 
 

• Hundreds of hand-picked INSIDER RESOURCES for publishing your ezine, 
managing your list, and growing your subscriber base. 
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• 7 FREE "paint-by-numbers" templates for both HTML and text ezines (just 
customize it and it's ready to go!), as well as dozens of letters and forms 
you'll need for your ezine administration, promotion, ad sales, and more.  
   

• The 5 simple sections you should add to your ezine that are guaranteed to 
get you more inquiries and sales from your readers.  

And much, much more!  

Just the Good Stuff  

Alexandria doesn’t beat around the bush with complex theories and filler. She goes 
straight for the gusto, telling you exactly what you need to know, the good and the 
bad, leaving no stone unturned.  

According to her Website, you’ll learn… 

• The 7 simple things you need to do BEFORE you launch your ezine, or you'll be 
kicking yourself later!  

• How frequently you MUST publish—otherwise you risk losing readership (and 
sales), and you'll honestly be wasting your time.  

• But, how much is TOO much? Conversely, if you bug your readers too often, 
they'll unsubscribe from your list. Alexandria will tell you EXACTLY how often 
you should publish.  

• Which DAY of the week is BEST to publish for greatest results.  

• Dozens of CONTENT ideas, formulas, and templates that are so easy to do, 
your ezine practically WRITES ITSELF!     
    

• How to SQUEEZE more MONEY from every issue of your ezine—without being 
obnoxious.  
    

• What simple information is now required by LAW in every issue of your 
ezine. (If you don't comply, you risk being FINED or even going to JAIL—it's 
already happened to several e-mail marketers!) 
    

• 15 simple tricks to keep your subscribers INTERESTED in reading your ezine. 
(Once you've got them on your list, you've got to KEEP them there!)  
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• 2 little-known PROOFREADING tricks that can help you catch up to 20% 
more errors in your copy. (Don't embarrass yourself in front of thousands of 
prospective clients and customers!)  
    

• How to encourage your readers to FORWARD your ezine to all their 
colleagues and friends.  
 

• The SINGLE best way to SKYROCKET your list over the long term, and how to 
do it, step by step.  

PLUS—20 UNIQUE APPENDICES…featuring checklists, samples, examples, bonus 
articles, and additional resources to help you publish an ezine that gets you 
business. 

5 Bonus Programs (a $485 Value) – FREE! 

FREE BONUS #1: "101 Simple, Free, and Low-Cost Ways to Quickly Build a 
MASSIVE E-Mail List"…a 120-page printed & bound report—selling separately on 
Alexandria’s Website for $97.00, but YOU Get it for FREE!  

FREE BONUS #2: Unlimited Access to Alexandria’s Private, 
Online Resource Library…a members-only, online goldmine packed with 219+ must-
see resources! ($97 Annual Value)  

FREE BONUS #3: “The Proven 9-Step Formula to Your Own Personal Ezine Cash 
Machine"…audio seminar on 2 CDs (2 hours)—a $97 value! 

FREE BONUS #4: Fill-in-the-Blank Templates for Both Text and HTML 
Ezines…custom-designed and tested by e-mail experts, a $127 value! 

FREE BONUS #5: Instant Text Ezine Formatting Tool, a $67 value!  

PLUS, 3 FREE MONTHS in Alexandria’s Silver Marketing & Motivation 
Mastermind… 

• Twice-a-month LIVE phone meetings with me and my hand-picked 
experts in the areas of marketing, success, and motivation…  

• Online digital recordings and written transcripts of each and every call  
• CD recordings of each and every call shipped direct to your door  
• Private online access to our entire Mastermind group (great for networking 

and getting questions answered by me and others)  
• Special discounts and bonuses on all my products, programs, and 

workshops  
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• Plus quarterly BONUS private one-on-one coaching days with yours 
truly!  

What It Costs 

Alexandria Brown’s Boost Business With Your Own Ezine program costs just 
$497.00 (plus shipping).  

You have the option of paying for it in 7 MONTHLY PAYMENTS. 

Alexandria’s Promise to You 

Take 12 full months to test-drive Alexandria Brown’s program.  

If the Boost Business With Your Own Ezine package isn't everything you 
expected, and all her tips and resources don't produce the results you were hoping 
for, just ask and Alexandria will issue you a prompt refund within one full year of 
your purchase.  

No reason needed. No questions asked. 

No other e-zine publishing program I know of compares to Alexandria Brown’s 
Boost Business With Your Own Ezine system. 

If you’re looking for a fast and easy way to establish yourself as an expert in your 
field, and SKYROCKET your Internet profits, order your own copy right now! 

Click Below to Choose a Payment Option that Works For You:  

https://www.mcssl.com/app/javanof.asp?MerchantID=20749&ip=981.892.672.68  
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16  
Dr. Ralph Wilson: Web Marketing 
Today Premium  
 
Dr. Ralph F. Wilson 
Wilson Internet Services 
P.O. Box 308 
Rocklin, CA 95677-0308, USA 
www.WilsonWeb.com 
http://www.wilsonWeb.com/wct/   

 

Dr. Ralph F. Wilson, Internet Marketing Pioneer 

Dr. Ralph F. Wilson is widely recognized as an international authority in the area of 
Internet marketing.  

Business Week called his popular WilsonWeb.com Website: "bar none the best e-
commerce resource out there." 

Business 2.0 profiled him as one of the savvy dot-com survivors. 

The New York Times named Dr. Wilson "among the best-known Internet 
Marketing publishers and consultants who preach the responsible use of e-mail for 
marketing." 

He is the founder and editor-in-chief of Web Marketing Today®, the grandfather of 
the Internet marketing e-zines, published continuously since 1995. His Web 
Marketing Today® Premium Edition is considered (I’m told) to be one of the top 
sources in the industry for in-depth content.  

Dr. Wilson is a winner of the Tenagra Award for Internet Marketing Excellence 
and the author of hundreds of articles and numerous books, including Planning Your 
Internet Marketing Strategy,  (John Wiley & Sons, 2002), The E-Mail Marketing 
Handbook (Second Edition, 2005), and The Shopping Cart Report (Second Edition, 
2004).   
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Dr. Wilson speaks widely in the US and abroad as a professional speaker on 
Internet marketing and e-commerce. His one-day seminars, such as the Internet 
Marketing Best Practices Briefings (2001-2006), have been held on university 
campuses all over the US. An ordained minister, he serves in a local congregation 
and maintains an extensive Internet Bible Study and Christian writing ministry.   

Dr. Wilson holds three earned academic degrees and lives with his wife on a ten 
acres he calls "Wildwood" in Loomis, California, about 20 miles northeast of 
Sacramento. 

How Dr. Wilson Can Help Solve Your Biggest E-Commerce Needs 

Starting and running an Internet marketing business can be daunting.  

In his latest newsletter and information service, Web Marketing Today Premium, Dr. 
Wilson provides explains everything there is to know about Internet marketing and 
e-commerce.  

What’s your biggest e-commerce need? 

• To learn all about e-commerce in the shortest possible time?  
• To figure out merchant credit card accounts?  
• To research the best shopping cart program?  
• To start an online store?  
• To improve sales in your existing online store?  
• To put together a sound e-commerce business plan? 

Web Marketing Today Premium gives you the answers you’ve been looking 
for…helping you solve your most pressing e-commerce needs.  

About the middle of each month, you'll receive your e-mail copy of Web Marketing 
Today Premium Edition, with a cluster of how-to-do-it articles on key topics. As Dr. 
Wilson sees emerging trends, he’ll put them in perspective for you.  

What’s Included 

When you subscribe to Dr. Wilson’s Web Marketing Today Premium newsletter 
today, you’ll get immediate access to… 

1. Dr. Wilson’s E-Commerce Research Room, where you’ll find… 

Over 9,500 articles and resources in a searchable database, where you can 
research (by keyword or topic) your business plan, shopping cart programs, site 
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security, affiliate program set-up, and dozens of other topics…helping you go from 
point A to point B fast! 

2. Dr. Wilson’s Quick Start Library, where you’ll discover… 

Hundreds of content-rich articles, including previous issues of Web Marketing Today 
Premium. Together, these form the finest E-Commerce Quick Start guide available.  

3. Web Marketing Today Premium Edition Links (e-mailed monthly)… 

 
At the end of each month, Dr. Wilson will e-mail you links to more than 100 e-
commerce articles and resources. A brief synopsis gives you a quick idea of what's 
there. This is an amazing time-saver for people trying to keep up with the fast-
moving field of e-commerce.  

As far as Internet marketing newsletters are concerned, Dr. Wilson’s Web Marketing 
Today Premium is one of the best sources available I’ve come across.  

It’s also one of the BEST DEALS I’ve ever seen… 

Subscribe Now and Receive 13 E-Books Worth $221.99, Absolutely Free!  

When it comes to the “putting the icing on the cake”, Dr. Wilson’s offer is as good 
as it gets! 

When you subscribe to Web Marketing Today Premium, you’ll get 13 e-books worth 
$221.99 absolutely free, including… 

1. How to Promote Your Site through Article Marketing.   

This 25-page report gives an overview of article marketing, that is, offering your 
articles to be used on other sites and e-zines in exchange for a link to your site. 
This approach that can be pursued for no money at all. On page 16 Dr. Wilson 
reveals a secret SEO experts know, but most article marketers don't, a strategy 
that can significantly raise PageRanks on your Website. Sells for $11.95 on his 
Website.  

2. Social Bookmarking and Marketing 

This 28-page e-book will help you get to the bottom of the social bookmarking 
phenomenon. It explains what social bookmarking is all about, outlines two main 
marketing strategies, plus review tools. Sells for $12.95  
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3. Report on Pay Per Click (PPC) Bid Management Software. 

This 52-page report is a "must read" if you're doing PPC advertising using only 
Google's or Yahoo's native bid management interface. Bid management software 
can often save you 30% to 50% of your current level of ad purchases by 
maintaining your desired position, optimizing prices by reducing bid gaps on a 
frequent basis, and showing your ads only at times when you know your products 
sell best—all working on autopilot. Which program should you select? This report 
outlines the features you should look for, compares 16 different bid management 
programs, provides user feedback, and makes recommendations. $14.95 

4. Research Guide to Online Niche-Finding.  

This 49-page book leads you through the steps necessary to discover a potentially 
profitable online business niche, consider the competition, and develop a unique 
approach that will bring traffic and revenue. We examine the 5 principles of 
research, examine the various formulas used to spot potential winners, consider the 
strengths and weaknesses of the existing research software, briefly survey 24 
keyword, PPC, and niche-finding research software programs, and provide more in-
depth reviews of WorldWide Brands Research Wizard, P.I.P.E. and the Online 
Research Guide to Picking Products that Sell. $14.95. 

5. How to Promote Your Local Business on the Internet.  

This 44-page book is designed for local business owners and marketing directors, 
as well as professionals who serve them—Web designers and marketing 
consultants. While not repeating all the Internet marketing basics, it focuses on the 
elements that can make local business marketing a success, localized search engine 
optimization, Yellow Page ads, awareness of local portals, use of local PPC options 
and geotargeting at Google AdWords and Yahoo Local, e-mail newsletters, etc. 
$13.95. 

6. The E-Mail Marketing Handbook (Second Edition).  

This 875-page e-book provides a broad look at all aspects of e-mail marketing—
publishing your own company e-mail newsletter, e-mail promotions, e-mail 
marketing programs, formatting the e-mail, ad tracking systems, autoresponders, 
getting through spam filters, RSS feeds, and obeying anti-spam laws. The book also 
includes four appendices with user comments and ratings of various programs, a 
directory of 250 e-mail marketing programs, and detailed vendor answers to 99 
questions about their software. This is by far the most comprehensive book on the 
market, especially as a buying guide to software that could be used by small to 
medium businesses. $27.00. 
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7. Shopping Cart Report  

This 766-page report, revised in January 2004, is the most comprehensive 
purchasing guide to e-commerce software ever published. It provides a basic 
overview of carts and my recommendations of 36 particular carts. There's a 
shopping guide for 12 different cart applications. Dr. Wilson provides a directory to 
225 shopping cart programs, with detailed information on 50 of the top vendors. 
$34.95. 

8. Guide to Search Engine Optimization (2007 Edition)  

This 97-page book explains in simple terms what search engine optimization (SEO) 
is all about. It is not a guide for experts, nor will it make you an expert. But you'll 
understand how to (1) make your Webpages and navigation system search engine 
friendly, (2) develop an effective link campaign to boost your PageRank, and (3) 
outsource SEO if you decide not to do it yourself. $14.95. 

9. Report on Affiliate Management Software 2005 

This 135-page report looks at the basic and advance features of affiliate software, 
looks in detail at 48 stand-alone programs and 55 affiliate modules integrated into 
shopping carts. Then offers candid feedback from about 200 users and makes 
recommendations. $22.95 

10. How to Develop a Landing Page that Closes the Sale 

This report explains how to maximize the effect of your advertising, by pointing to a 
specific "landing page" that leads the shopper to decide to complete the 
transaction. This short 24-page book will help you increase your conversion rate 
substantially. $17.50 

11. Ten Steps to E-Business on a Shoestring 

This report helps you see how to envision an e-business, find an unfilled niche, and 
then develop it a low cost. I tell you where you'll need to spend some money, and 
where to find low-cost services that can get you started without a high investment. 
$17.95  
 

12. Reciprocal Linking Tools…$8.95 

13. How to Optimize Your Landing Pages Scientifically…$11.99 
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Together, these e-books sell for $221.95 on Dr. Wilson’s Website. But if you 
subscribe (or renew your subscription) to Web Marketing Today Premium Edition 
before the end of the month, Dr. Wilson will give you a copy of each these e-books 
absolutely free. 

I encourage you to take advantage of this incredible deal.   

Order Now 

http://www.wilsonWeb.com/sub/  
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17  
Fred Gleeck: Create, Market and 
Sell Your Own Information 
Products 
 
Fred Gleeck Productions 
209 South Stephanie Street Suite B-209,  
Henderson, NV 89012 
1-800-FGLEECK (345-3325) 
www.FredGleeck.com  
www.SellingInfoProducts.com  
 

 
Meet Fred Gleeck: Information Product Guru  

 
Fred Gleeck creates, markets and sells books, ebooks, audios, videos, seminars and 
software to a variety of niche markets. Fred is both a mentor to other information 
marketers and a sought after Internet/marketing consultant. Fred Gleeck and Bob 
Bly have collaborated on th e creation of over a dozen successful information 
products with more in the works even as we speak! 
 
Fred is based in the Las Vegas area and spends a good deal of time in New York 
City. He’s a movie and theatre buff and also enjoys reading good fiction. He lives 
with his two chocolate Labs, Coco and Henry. 
 
Let Fred Show You How to Turn That ‘Information Between Your Ears’ Into 

Cash  
 
Have you ever considered creating (and selling) your own video, book, audio, CD or 
DVD product? If not, you should. Here’s why… 
 
No matter what you do for a living, or what your ho bbies may be, I’m willing to bet 
there are at least two or thr ee topics you know more ab out than 95% of the 
population.  
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In other words, that ‘information between your ears’…that stu ff you think about all 
the time…those great ideas you come up with…they could be worth a lot!  
 
How do you take advantage of what you’ve got up there?  
   
How to Tap Into the HUGE Demand for Information Products…and Collect 

Your Share of the Profits!   
 
There’s no question about it! The easiest way to turn your ideas into cash is to sell 
them as an information product.  
 
Information products are valuable be cause people will p ay BIG BUCKS for  
information they want…especially if they need it right away or if it’s something that 
will improve the quality of their life!   
 
Chances are lots of people are willing to pay for what you already know and take 
for granted.  
 
Take Fred Gleeck, for example.   
 
In the last 20 years, Fred claims he has developed close to 1,000 informati on 
products…generating close to $10 million dollars from their sales!  
 

Why “Information” Products?  
 

Selling information products requires less effort than other methods…because once 
you create a product, the work is done.  
 
You do the work ONCE…and then you can sell that “work” over and over again…so 
you can make money while you sleep!  

 
The Secret to Making Money While You Sleep 

 
To make money while you sleep, you’ve got to have an automated system that 
does all the grunt work for you…things like shipping products and taking orders.  
 
Fred Gleeck claims he has created and perfected a system that will help you do 
exactly that…show you step-by-step how to set up a “well-oiled machine” for 
starting and running your own information-product business.  
 
Bob Bly launched his Internet business based on Fred’s model. In just 18 months, 
Bob went from zero online income to average sales of $24,000 a month, “working” 
on his Internet business only an hour or so a week. “Fred’s system really does 
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work,” says Bob. “In my first full year online following his method, I earned over 
$200,000 in purely passive income, with no labor on my part.” 
 

Step 1: Master the ‘System’… 
Step 2: Sit Back and Collect Fat Checks!  

 
Using Fred’s system, you’ll quickly learn how to create hot new information 
products people will pay cold-hard cash for…AND then automate the selling and 
distribution process… 
 
…So you can sit back and collect fat checks!  
 
If this sounds like something you’d be interested in doing, I strongly suggest 
ordering Fred’s program.  
 
In “Create, Market, and Sell Your Own Information Products”, Fred claims he shows 
you everything you need to get started with your own info-marketing 
business…from product creation to marketing and selling them.    
 
• How to pick a niche that’s right for you… 
 
• How to handle “technical issues” like designing Web pages or e-book covers… 
 
• How to AUTOMATE the selling and distribution of your products…so you can 

create even more products, or play golf while your bank account grows.  
 
• How to create audio products – the three methods that work best!  
 
• How to find the “traffic” you need…some of it for FREE!  
 
• BIG MISTAKES people make in the info-marketing business…and how to avoid 

them.  
 
• How to still make money…even if you don’t have any products of your own.  
 
• The “Funnel Process”…and how you can use it to maximize your profits over the 

long term! 
 
• Things NOT to do when creating audio and video products… 
 
• How to get started and stay motivated…and more!  
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Why I Like Fred Gleeck’s Program   
 

There are plenty of programs available in the Internet that claim to show you how 
to create a product. But most leave it at that. They fail to show you, step-by-step, 
what to do once you’ve got your product in hand.  
 
Fred’s program, I’m told, leaves no stone unturned.  
 
So…don’t miss out. Check out Fred’s proven ‘system’ for creating, marketing, and 
selling your own information products (MP3 download) RIGHT NOW!  
 
Your investment in this program is just $97.  
 

But Why Stop There?  
 

Since you can always use another quality product to sell (and because you probably 
don’t have any products or your own yet), for a limited time, Fred is offering you 
the opportunity to license this one.  
 
That’s right! The audio program itself!  
 
For an additional $400 ($497 total), you can own a license to Fred “Create, 
Market, and Sell Your Own Information Product” mp3 audio…yours to package and 
sell any way you choose!   
 
As long as you don’t change the content of the program, you can market it on your 
own Website or to your own list…however you choose (and if you buy this program, 
you’ll know exactly HOW to go about doing this successfully).  
 
• Burn it to a CD… 
• Package it with you own “branding”… 
• Do an “instant download” deal to help grow your list… 
 
Whatever works best for you! It’s yours to make money…and YOU get to keep 
EVERY CENT of the profit!   
 
You can even use the copy Fred uses on his Website to promote it! You can his 
sales letter and “tailor” it to your own group…copy and paste parts of it, or the 
entire thing…(a $2,000 value)!  
 
But it gets even better… 
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Order the License and Fred Will Knock 50% Off the Admission to One of His 
Best-Selling Seminars!  

(a Savings of $500 or More) 
 

Choose any one seminar you want. You can attend for 50% off the regular price. 
Fred’s two and three-day seminars cost close to $1,000 each to attend, so you’ll 
save $500!  
 
I recommend attending Fred’s “Creating, Marketing and Selling Your Own 
Information Products” Bootcamp…which goes hand-in-hand with the information 
you’ll receive in this audio program.  
 
Order the license today, and you’ll also receive a FREE copy of The 
Millionaire Writers Lifestyle… 

 
As a product developer, writing is a VERY IMPORTANT skill to develop. In this 
interview, Bob Bly will tell you everything there is to know about living the good 
life…simply writing for a living. (a $97 value)  
 
So what’s the catch?  
 
There is none. No hype either. This is not a limited time offer.  
 
However, the more time you wait, the more money you’re letting slip through your 
fingers. And you’re already going to kick yourself when you get this program and 
realize just how easily you could’ve been making money all these years.  
 
So don’t wait! Order Fred Gleeck’s “Create, Market and Sell Your Own Information 
Products” MP3 download, right now.  
 
If you don’t like what you hear, Fred will refund your money.  
 

Order Now 
 

http://www.Webmarketingmagic.com/app/netcart.asp?MerchantID=3109
&ProductID=3326229  

 
http://www.Webmarketingmagic.com/app/netcart.asp?MerchantID=3109

&ProductID=3326229  
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Chuck Daniel: Impact Pop-Up 
Chuck Daniel 
Like Magic Marketing, LLC 
14080 NE 30th Pl 
Bellevue, WA 98007 

www.LikeMagicMarketing.com 

http://www.chuck-daniel.com/impact/  

 
Meet Chuck Daniel 

 
Chuck Daniel is a former Microsoft software designer and program manager who 
spent more than a decade happily working on E-mail and CRM.  
 
Admittedly a seminar, workshop and information addict, Chuck left Microsoft to 
pursue his interests in personal development, Internet, direct and information 
marketing…and to promote and work for charitable causes.  
 
Combining his expertise in software programming and Internet marketing, Chuck 
has developed a simple way for you to… 

Produce Pop-Up Ads that Practically Force Your Prospects To See Your 
Message 

In today's fast-paced world, you have to make an impact fast! You only have a few 
seconds to grab your visitor’s attention, or you risk losing them forever.  

The most effective way to do that is to use pop-ups.  

The problem is, close to 86% of visitors to your Website have at least one 
pop-up blocker installed. And to make matters worse, most of the major 
Internet service providers, and almost every new Web browser being released are 
including popup blockers too!  
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It's time to fight back, and Chuck is going to show you how to do it.  

How Most Pop-Up Blocker Technologies Work 

Most popup blocker technologies work the same way. They look for any code that 
creates a new window, and then close that window before it even has a chance to 
open.  

This seemingly harmless technology is blocking more than just a popup, it's killing 
your profits! 

Impact Pop-Up uses specialized technology that is smart enough to get around 
those pesky pop-up blockers.  

This new method of creating dazzling pop-ups doesn't create a new window of any 
kind. In fact, it's actually part of your Web page itself! 

Using Impact Pop-Ups you can rest assured that your message will show up when 
you want it and create the impression you so desperately desire.  

Impact Pop-Ups Bypass Blockers 

There are dozens of ways “Impact Pop-Ups” can help you get your message across 
to potential buyers. 
 
For example, you can use them to highlight:   

• Your Product's Most Important Feature—Highlight it in a popup and it 
will really make an impact!  

• Special Discounts Or Promotions—Everyone loves a sale, but only if they 
know about it.  

• An Important Testimonial—Build credibility from the minute a customer 
hits your Website!  

• Contest & Sweepstakes Announcements—Who doesn't want to be a 
winner?  

• Product Updates—Displaying an "updated last week" message will 
skyrocket your sales.  

• Reminders—Let your prospects know that a new product is coming, or that 
a sale is ending so they'd better act fast!  
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• Opt-in List Building—Tell your visitors about a free gift and your list will 
grow by leaps and bounds.  

• Traffic Control—Have an old domain that's still getting traffic? Make sure 
your visitors know where to go!  

• Up Selling & Cross Selling—Include an Impact PopUp on your thank you 
page and grab your buyers while their credit card is still on the table!  

• Affiliate Product Promotion—Let your prospects know about new product 
launches the minute they get to your site.  

Are you starting to see the doors that will open to you when you start using 
"Impact Pop-Up”? 

How It Works 

“Impact Pop-Up” is a simple Windows™ application that will guide you through the 
entire process of creating these dazzling, attention grabbing, popups. Simply point, 
click and create.  

Step One:  

Choose from one of the 10 professionally designed, high-impact graphics for your 
"Impact" popup. Simply highlight the popup template you'd like to use, and move 
on to step two.  

Step Two:  

Step two is where the magic happens. "Impact PopUp" gives you full creative 
control over the look and layout of your popup. In this step you can resize the 
graphic template to fit your Website, choose whether or not to include a close 
button on your template, and add the text to the template. 

You can use any font you wish! If the font is installed on your computer, you can 
use it in your popup. You can also choose the color, position, and even the angle of 
all your text! 

Everything is done with just a few clicks of the mouse. Drag and drop you text, 
resize the image with one click, and change font colors and styles with ease. 
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Step Three: 

After you've created the look for your popup, it's time to tell it how to act. Again, 
you have full control over your "Impact" popup, and it's all configured with a few 
clicks of the mouse. 

Set the Website where you'd like your visitors to go when they click your "Impact" 
popup, or you can have the popup close when it's clicked. You can set the popup to 
open links to the same window, to a new window, or even have the popup close 
automatically after a few seconds.  

You can also set the exact position where you'd like your "Impact" popup to appear 
on your Website. If your logo is on the left, just set the popup to appear to the right 
…it's that easy. 

Step Four: 

Once you've created your "Impact" popup, you'll get to see exactly how it will look 
and act on your Website. This preview step allows you to eliminate any mistakes, 
and do it before your visitors ever see them. 

This step takes all the guesswork out of the equation. If you're not happy with your 
"Impact" popup, just click the back button and make your changes. 

Step Five:  

The last step in the process is to add the "Impact" popup code into an existing Web 
page, and we've made this a snap too.  

Simply browse your hard drive for the Web page you'd like to add your "Impact" 
popup to and click the "Add popup" button. Once you click that button, everything 
will be done for you, and in just a few seconds you're ready to go.  

Or, if you'd prefer, you can save the graphics to hard drive and the program will 
give you the code to insert anywhere in the body of your Web page. Of course we 
like to keep things simple, but if you want to make the changes yourself, that's 
completely up to you.  

Once you're done, simply upload everything to your Website and be ready to see 
your conversion rates go through the roof! As you can see, this really is a point and 
click solution that allows you to make a dramatic impact in seconds.  
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Why I Believe Chuck Daniel’s “Impact Pop-Up” Software Program Crushes 
the Competition 

When it comes to choosing the right software for your Internet marketing needs, 
“Impact Pop-Up” is a great choice. It’s easy to use, and features outstanding 
applications! 

All of the files required to make your "Impact" popup work are stored on your own 
Web server, so you're not at the mercy of another host. If your Website is online, 
your popup will be online too. 

“Impact Pop-Up" is a great value, too!  

There are no monthly fees. Once you purchase "Impact Pop-Up", it's yours forever, 
without ever having to spend another penny. 

What It Costs 

Chuck Daniel’s Impact PopUp can be downloaded for just $37!  

You’ll receive this powerful, feature-packed software that allows you to virtually 
reach through your visitors monitors and grab their attention…in minutes! 

There are no hidden fees, no monthly fees, and nothing else you ever have 
to buy. For the one-time low price of only $37 you can be in complete control of 
creating your own high-impact, unblockable pop-ups.  

Chuck Daniel’s Promise to You 

Your satisfaction is important, and Chuck guarantees it when you order “Impact 
Pop-Up.”  

If for any reason, you aren't completely satisfied with this product, just contact 
Chuck within 60 days and he’ll refund 100% of your purchase price. No need for 
explanations or excuses, just let Chuck know and he’ll refund your full purchase 
price on the spot.  

It’s Time For You to Fight Back! 

Stop putting up with traditional pop-ups that are only seen by a fraction of your 
visitors…and start using "Impact” pop-ups that will get your message through.  
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Order Impact PopUp right now at the incredibly low price of only $37 and you'll be 
making an impact where it matters the most …your bottom line!  

Order Now 

http://www.chuck-daniel.com/impact/  
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19  
Dr. Glenn Livingston: How to 
Double Your Business Power Pack  

 
 

Glenn Livingston 
Psy Tech Inc.  
www.HowToDoubleYourBusiness.com  
 

 
Who Is Glenn Livingston?  

Dr.Glenn Livingston holds a Ph.D. in clinical psychology from Yeshiva University. He 
maintained an active and successful psychotherapy practice until recently diverting 
his time and attention to Internet commerce.  

According to his Website, Dr. Livingston has billed companies like Bausch & Lomb, 
Whirlpool, and Nabisco $100,000 to $500,000 per project for his time-tested, 
proven marketing research systems that virtually eliminate risk, guesswork and 
uncertainty.   
 
Now you can use the same systems to dominate any market you choose, no matter 
how competitive it might be, without paying his six-figure consulting fees! 
 
He’ll even hold your check while you “test-drive” his system…so you can try before 
you buy. 
 
I’m getting ahead of myself. Let me tell you more about Glenn Livingston…and how 
he can help you double your Internet business.  
 

Why Dr. Livingston Doesn’t Consider Himself an “Internet” Expert… 

Despite the fact that Dr. Glenn Livingston has gotten very good driving hordes of 
free traffic to a Website, making money with Adwords™ and  Adsense™, generating 
massive opt-in lists, and putting together profitable JV deals… 

He doesn’t consider himself to be an “Internet” expert.  
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You might learn some of these things from him, but these kinds of 'Internet tactics' 
are NOT the thing to focus on if you want to establish STRONG, SUSTAINABLE, and 
SECURE GROWTH in your business.    

Dr. Livingston IS an expert in determining solid and secure ways to GET 
MORE CUSTOMERS at a LOWER COST…how to sell more to them, and virtually 
eliminate your competition.  

Let's talk about how Dr. Livingston can help take your business to the next level… 

How to Double Your Business  

In “How to Double Your Business” Dr. Livingston claims he shows you how to use 
what he calls “strategic market research” to achieve massive growth with your 
current Internet business…or successfully break into new markets.  

• It's fully road tested and proven: Glenn has used it to enter over a dozen 
markets without losing a dime.   

• It can be applied to any business or market, online or off, and used in 
combination with any strategy you desire:  It doesn't matter whether 
you have a physical products business, provide a service, or sell information 
on the Web.  Whether you concentrate on one market or have 50 in your 
business model, whether you use Pay Per Click marketing or direct mail, 
radio/tv ads, newspapers, etc …you need to know exactly what your market 
wants if you want to dominate it.  

• It's idiot proof: Following the step-by-step instructions will help you 
understand the basic process. You don't have to know all about how it works 
"under the hood". (But you CAN look under the hood if you want to, because 
it's all there for you!) 

• You get hand holding all the way:  For a limited time, you'll get a full 60 
minute individual consultation coupon to give you the last piece of the puzzle 
you could possibly need to succeed – one-on-one time with Dr. Livingston 
himself!   

Three Pieces of Information You MUST Know to Be Successful at Any 
Business, Online or Off… 

1. You MUST know, or find out, exactly what your market wants to buy! 

2. You MUST find out which sub segments of your target audience are most 
likely to respond to your offer! 
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3. You MUST figure out a way to determine which sales pitch will be most 
effective for each segment you choose to target! 

Before we get to how Dr. Livingston’s “Double Your Business” program solves each 
of these crucial factors, let’s briefly discuss…  

The #1 Reason Any Product Fails to Make a Profit 

It’s not the marketing, the price or the customer base. The #1 reason a product 
fails to sell is because…no one wanted to buy the product in the first place!  

The best marketing in the world will NOT sell a product that no one wants to buy!  

But how do you find out what people want?  

R-E-S-E-A-R-C-H! 

I’m not talking about a simple question-and-answer survey.  

I'm talking about doing a thorough A to Z research project that covers every aspect 
of the market and provides you with a detailed list of exactly what your market is 
looking for…what they'll be most likely to pay for…exactly how much it should cost 
you to generate a sale (down to the penny!)…and how to break your market into 
smaller groups for maximum effectiveness!  

I don’t expect you to get every last dime available in your market. That would be 
unreasonable. But when you thoroughly research a market and take the time to 
cater to people's exact needs… 

How could you possibly be better positioned to scoop up the lion's share of the 
profits? 

How Glenn Livingston’s ‘Search Continuum' Works 

I want you to picture for a moment what goes on in a prospect's head as they're 
MAKING A BUYING DECISION. 

Let's say a 6 yr. old little girl comes home from school and says "we learned about 
Golden Retrievers in school today Mommy and I want one!"  So Mommy gets online 
and types in "Golden Retriever".   

She wants to find out how big they are, what they look like, their history, and how 
long they live before she'll even consider one for her little girl.   
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Then, as she's surfing around, she likes what she sees, and starts to wonder …are 
they good with kids?  Do they bite?  Is my daughter old enough to have one?   

So she types in "Golden Retriever Kids". 

Mommy then goes through these results and comes across the word 
"Temperament", which is even more specific to what she's looking for.  So she 
types in "Golden Retriever Temperament".    

What she finds reassures her, so she types in "Golden Retriever Breeder" and "Buy 
Golden Retriever" …then picks a breeder site and calls for an appointment. 

Her search continuum looks like this:  

"Golden Retriever" —> "Golden Retriever Kids" —> "Golden Retriever 
Temperament" —> "Golden Retriever Breeder" and "Buy Golden 
Retriever".  

Why did I tell you this story? 

Because most marketers treat each keyword as if it occurs in a vacuum. But the 
truth is every keyword is only one piece of an integrated buying process. In EVERY 
market, as people get closer to a decision, the LANGUAGE they use to think about 
that market EVOLVES. And so do the keywords they use to search! 

The conversation that goes on in a prospect's head CHANGES as people move from 
keyword to keyword and get closer to a buying decision. You desperately need to 
know how each and every step of this conversation leads to the next one because… 

The Search Continuum Lets You Acquire Customers for Less, Sell Them 
More and Keep Them Longer 

The reason so many marketers fail is because they're trapped into competing for 
lower volume, higher cost prospects.  (Online, this can mean the difference 
between finding nickel clicks vs. having to compete on full dollar clicks …and in 
some markets, 50 cent vs. $5 clicks!) 

Putting It All Together   

Dr. Livingston has put together a complete package which includes everything you'll 
need to fully implement the system and get a comprehensive understanding of your 
market.   
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The CORE of Dr. Livingston’s "How To Double Your Business" Power Pack 
contains: 

• THE HOW TO DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS JUNE SEMINAR (VIDEO DVDs – 
11 Hours+):   This is where Dr. Livingston laid out the process and core 
principles of the formula publicly for the first time—in front of a group of high 
level marketers like Perry Marshall, Fred Gleeck, Bill Harrison, and Bryan 
Todd. (To be sure all of your questions would be answered, Dr. Livingston 
encouraged them to interrupt him at any time …and naturally, many of them 
contributed very valuable insights!) 
   

• THE HOW TO DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS SLIDE PACK & MANUAL: (293 
Pages): Step by step instructions and print outs of all the slides used in the 
seminar, plus an easy to follow flowchart to ensure you can follow along 
every step of the way! 
   

• "WATCH DR. LIVINGSTON CLARIFY IT ON THE COMPUTER" VIDEOS: 
(VIDEO DVDS – 2 Hours+): After the seminar, Dr. Livingston reviewed the 
tapes several times and looked for any area which needed clarification.  He 
then sat down on his computer with a special piece of software and recorded 
VIDEOS so you could sit and watch him actually DO the work while he 
described what he was doing. (It's just like sitting next to him and looking 
over his shoulder!) 
   

• "COMPUTER SKILL SET VIDEOS" (VIDEO DVDS – 5 Hours+):  Over the 
last few years Dr. Livingston has also video-recorded himself doing many of 
the various computer activities which built his business. He’s including these 
in the package so you can get up to speed with EVERYTHING he’s doing on 
the computer.  You don't really NEED to know how to do all these things (you 
only need to understand the process and be willing to outsource). But it's 
here for those of you who want to know!  

A Taste of What You’ll Learn  

• Find out exactly what your market wants to BUY so you can tailor every 
last piece of your sales process (sales letter, telephone scripts, follow up 
sequences, etc) to powerfully motivate purchase! 
  

• Discover which laser-targeted sub-groups (SEGMENTS) in your 
market are most responsive so you can focus your resources and avoid 
wasting money in market areas which won't respond! 
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• See which SALES PITCH should be most effective for each segment of 
your prospects & customers so you can create an "exactly for me!" 
perception throughout ALL your marketing. 

• Discover how to mine for HIDDEN GOLD IN YOUR CUSTOMER LIST by 
identifying who's most likely to be "hyper-responsive" and finding out exactly 
what THEY want!  

• See the best way to gather and organize your keywords so you can 
DOMINATE an ONLINE marketplace.  (IMPORTANT NOTE: my strategy is 
distinctly different than the majority of other online marketers and does NOT 
involve KEI or competitive keyword analysis, nor search engine optimization) 

• Discover the RIGHT way to use a detailed survey process to identify "Point of 
Difference" benefits in your market (as opposed to "Price of Entry" features) 
so you'll know what people are most likely to PAY for! 

• Discover the "LIFE CYCLE" in your market so you can take people 
through step by step, sell more products and services, and create customers 
for life!   

• See how to push the emotional hot buttons in YOUR market!  (Learn 
how to leverage your prospect's more deeply held, emotional reasons for 
purchase) 

• See how to translate ALL your research into a simple, one page, Plain 
English Summary even a child could understand and make money with! 

• Learn how to roll out products that will deliver exactly what your market 
wants! 

• And a whole lot more! 

5 Free Bonuses  

Free Bonus #1: Pre-Written, Ready-to-Use OUTSOURCING GUIDES for Every Last 
Part of the Process (a $150 value).  

Free Bonus #2: The Full Word for Word PDF Transcripts and Audio MP3s of the 
Main Seminar (a $197 value).   

Free Bonus #3: 10 Hours of Additional Marketing Audio CDs (a $199.95 value).  

• How To Identify a Niche & Choose Your Market (2 Hours).  
• Emotional Marketing Logic (2 Hours).  
• How to Develop Irresistible Marketing Content (62 minutes).   
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• Perry Marshall on Direct Marketing Principles in Service Businesses 
(74 minutes). 

• Insight Mining—How To Find The "Ahas" In Your Market (62 minute 
interview with Drs. Glenn & Sharon Livingston).  

• Stepladder Marketing: The basics of applying the "ask and give" principles 
to develop irresistible marketing systems (55 minutes).   

• Terry Dean on Copywriting (50 minute audio).   
• Brian Keith Voilles on Copywriting (89 minutes). 

Free Bonus #4: Two Additional Marketing Seminars…21 additional hours of 
training in MP3 (a $497 value).  

• Fred Gleeck's "Info Products Seminar"…11 additional hours of 
everything you need to know about the information products business. 

• Fred Gleeck's "Seminar on Seminars" …10 additional hours of everything 
you need to know about the seminar business.  

Free Bonus #5: A 60-Minute One-On-One Consultation With Dr. Livingston to 
Customize the Program to Your Specific Needs (a $1,000 value)!  

You get access to DR. LIVINGSTON personally to ask customized questions, and to 
ensure you're able to implement all these strategies. Just fax in the coupon and call 
in at the scheduled time.   

“I have not yet used Glenn’s system,” says Bob Bly. “But I had dinner with him in 
San Antonio one night, and he explained it all to me – makes a lot of sense. And his 
results are impressive, to say the least.” 

Important Notes About The Telephone Consultation: 

***** Dr. Livingston is DEFINITELY going to remove this bonus in the VERY near 
future since it falls in the 'trading dollars for hours' category, and that's not in his 
long term plan. (Seriously…the other bonuses may stay for a little while …but this 
one definitely will NOT last long). 

***** While there is absolutely NO charge for the consultation, Dr. Livingston does 
require people to keep the product after they've used one of the coupons.  He’ll 
happily refund your purchase no questions asked if you're not happy with the 
product for any reason before your consultation. But since he can't get his time 
back, your purchase is final after you use your consultation coupon.  

What It Costs  
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Dr. Livingston’s “How to Double Your Business Power Pack”, complete with all 5 
bonuses listed above, is yours for just $999.99.  

To make the system even more accessible to everyone who is genuinely interested, 
Dr. Livingston is offering an "easy 4 pay installment plan" so you can get your 
hands on the whole system even if you don't have the full amount on hand right 
now. (A small bookkeeping fee is added …4 payments x $268.75). 

Special Offer (BEST DEAL!)  

Dr. Livingston is SO confident you'll immediately see the value of the “How To 
Double Your Business Power Pack” once you've got the whole thing in your hands… 

He won't charge you a penny for the package today, but he’ll ship the whole thing 
to you right away!  All you'll pay today is shipping and handling. 

Then, in 39 days, if you decide to keep it, do nothing and he’ll charge your card 
according to whatever payment plan you chose below. (You can take the 4 easy 
monthly installments, or save the bookkeeping fee with the single pay option)  

Dr. Livingston’s Personal Guarantee 

If for ANY reason you decide it's not for you …no hard feelings.  Just get the whole 
thing back to Dr. Livingston in good condition on or before the 39th day and your 
credit card won't be charged. 

Order Now 

 
https://www.mcssl.com/SecureCart/Checkout.aspx?sctoken=cf613edbcce54d7ea3f

9f06f54d5abc7  
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20  
Mark Joyner: Confidential 
Internet Intelligence Manuscript 
Volume II 

 
 

Mark Joyner Inc. 
593 Bear Grass Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89144 
310-341-3167 
http://www.markjoyner.name/logs/ 
 
http://www.marketingfrontline.com/recommends/ciim2.html  
 
 

Meet Mark Joyner: Internet Marketing Pioneer 
 

Mark Joyner is a #1 best-selling author of over a dozen books translated in almost 
as many languages. Mark is recognized as one of the early pioneers of e-commerce, 
responsible for inventing, pioneering, and popularizing many of the technologies we 
take for granted today – including remotely-hosted ad tracking, electronic books, 
Integration Marketing, and more… 
 
According to his Website:  

• One of his books (MindControlMarketing.com) shot to #1 within 36 hours of 
its release.  

• One of his Websites became the 37th most visited Website on the planet 
within 6 weeks of its release.  

• His pioneering e-book (Search Engine Tactics) was downloaded over 
1,000,000 times years before e-books were common.  

• He turned a fledgling one-man operation into a multi-million-dollar 
International corporation with customers in every Internet-connected country 
on the planet in two years time. 
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Mark earned a Bachelor of Science in Psychology through independent study while 
simultaneously serving in the U.S. Army in the Military Intelligence Corp 
(graduating at the top of his class at the Defense Language Institute).  
 
Mark is a cold-war veteran of military intelligence and a former U.S. Army Officer. 
He held a Top Secret SCI clearance (the highest clearance level in the US) for 
several years. He was awarded for his military service by the U.S. Army, the 
Republic of Korea Army, the Korean Consulate General, and the President of the 
United States.  
 
Mark currently lives in Auckland, New Zealand with his fiancée. 
 

Author of Perhaps “The Greatest Book Ever Written about How to Really 
Sell On the Internet…” 

How many times have you hears that before?  

“The Greatest.” 

“The Best.”  

After months of searching for the best Internet marketing programs available 
today, I can tell you for a fact… 

Just about every “guru” claims to be “The Godfather of Internet Marketing” (or 
something along those lines).  

Don’t worry. ALL of the Internet Marketing Masters covered in this book are truly 
masters of their trade.  

Mark Joyner is no exception! 

His “Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript” (I’m told) is one of the 
most widely quoted and widely read books on Internet Marketing ever written.  

Today I’m going to tell you more about his very worthy sequel… 

What You’ll Learn   

Here's a small sample of what you'll see inside: 

• The tricks to getting real continuous sustained sales online (not just a quick 
short burst)… 
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• Mark's Brand New "IPPLM" Formula for Failure-Proofing Your Business… 
   

• The Powerful Secret of Mark's Brand New Buzzword: "Integration 
Marketing"… 

• How Mark Cuts His Clients' Customer Care Costs by 90%… 

And more!  

Mark’s Track Record  

Some people, I’m told, credit Mark with the invention of e-book 
marketing…popularizing the e-book format long before anyone else.   

“Mark Joyner published my first e-book and many of the first e-books written by 
Joe Vitale,” says Bob Bly. “He is a highly intelligent guy and very successful.” 

Mark claims on his Website that one of his e-books was downloaded over a million 
times by 1998 when he stopped counting. It is the only e-book ever to be given 
ZDNet's "5 Star Software" rating, and was recognized by Download.com as one of 
the Top 100 downloaded files of 1999.   

Mark has created several of the Top 100 Most Visited Web Sites in the world.  When 
you consider that there are billions of Websites, this is quite an accomplishment.  

One of Mark's sites (startblaze.com) rose to the #36 position (above even all porn 
sites and almost every Fortune 500 site) within 6 weeks of its launch. 

Mark’s companies (he claims) have sold millions of dollars in products and services, 
almost all online and on a zero-dollar ad budget.  

In his NEW Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript Volume II, Mark 
Joyner reveals every secret he knows about running a successful Internet business!   

What It Costs 

Mark Joyner’s Confidential Internet Intelligence Manuscript Volume II…costs 
just $47.  

I recommend you download a copy RIGHT NOW – so you can start putting Mark’s 
marketing brain power to work for you!  
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If you don’t like it, just let Mark know and he’ll give you a full, prompt and 
courteous refund on the spot. 

Order Now 

http://www.marketingfrontline.com/recommends/ciim2.html 
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About the Author 
Scott McDougal is a freelance copywriter who specializes in writing Conversational 
Copy for a variety of clients and industries.   

After graduating from Texas Christian University with a Bachelor’s in Advertising 
and Public Relations (2003), Scott transferred his knowledge to a career writing 
direct-response copy.  

Scott’s ambition in life is to use his writing and marketing skills to help businesses 
sell their products and services—particularly businesses who share his passion for 
helping people improve their quality of life.  

Reach him at: Scott@ConversationalCopy.com  
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